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PREFACE 
Sanskrit as a lanfuage and literary activity yramvteA 
intellectural cecamanicatien and stren«thene<i intefrity ami 
culttural unity amanf the peeples ef India, Schelarship and 
creative writiny in Sanskrit is net limitted te men enly« 
Since Vedic times centrikutien ef wemen te the service ef 
Sanskrit literature is acknewledfed theufh their nuiQ]»er is 
small as ce(iq»ared te loen* Literatxire has iMcwaae a majer seurce 
ef tracinf histery ef the anioient and mediviel perleds ef 
India, Classical literature ef Sanskrit includes werks ceoH-
pesed en histerical themes and siilijects. Aoenf such histerioal 
werks, Madh«avijaya» Varadamliik>ayarinaya, Acyutaraly<Mihyudaya 
« ^ ' 
and Raghmnattialahyudaya are prcjninent historical peeras composed 
in Sanskrit in Seuth In«iia. These werks were cemyesed nainly 
in between fourteenth and seventeenth centuries while Seuth 
Indie was ruled liy Vijayanafara kin«s and their successors 
Nayaka kinfs, 
A re8iarkal»le featu£:g^ef Vijayana9arakin9S and their suce-
ssors is that a censiderable number ef %9eBien peets actively 
participated in the service ef literature ef Sanskrit and Telufu. 
That alse includes cempesing histerical jpeems which in later 
days have beceme maJer seurce ef Seuth Indian histery. Amen9 
the abeve stated feur werks except Acyutarayabhyudaya, the rest 
are c^j^sed by wemen namely Ganga Devi« Tirumalaaba and 
_ _ _ -- / Rama^hadramba whe hailed from Andhra Desa« 
Vara^imbikapaginaya and Acyutarabhyudaya are the pecsis 
c<3mp®aed in tha saine peried on the theme of same personality 
i.e. Acyutadevaraya of Tuiuva dynasty fcsurth in uucce38i@n. 
zz 
Ma^huravllaya is CM»9«sed in the initial yeriMl •f Vijaytmagara 
)cinfd«n an4 whereas Rairhunathalihvudaya is written in sevetnteenth 
century while the NayaXa kinfAera at Tanjavur has iMceme the 
Sucessers t* the Vijayanagara kinfAem. 
Here the si§ni£icant aspect is that ceoqMSinf historical 
99&Rm initiated ky Gaofatevi in the fevirteenth century that 
trend is c«ntinue«l ky Tirunalamlfta writinf Yara<aidiilw»axinaYa, 
^nd hy R^alihadranilM cao^esinf her peea Ra^honathartivoiaya. 
Another notable feature is that all these three %«MBen poets 
hailed from AnAra Desa* 
The dissertation "Madhufavilava of Ganoa Devix A Stuiv* 
written by the present author has been awarded by the Degree 
of Master of Philosophy by Aligarh Ikftlim University in 1989. 
The present study is continuation to explore further the 
contribution rendered by wwnen poets of Andhra Desa to 
Sanskrit by cemposinf historical poems* This reooorch tiork 
is submitted for the award of Z^egree of Doctor of ^ilosophy 
in Sanskrit at Alifarh Kuslira Univerity. 
This thesis includinf the introduction contains ten 
chapters dealing with varioui aspects of the historical poems 
written by Tirumalamba i«e, Varadambil^oarinaya and that of 
RiimabhaSrimbi i«e. Raghunathabhyudaya* 
In the introductory chapter the growth and devele^toent 
of Sanslcrit and Telufu literature under various rulers of 
— I 
Anc/hra^Sesa is discussed. The begining ©f literary activity 
In Sanskrit is n@t traceable, but it is certain that Sanskrit 
Ill 
jirece^ieA Telufu classical literature. The Vijayanafara rulers 
with treat Interest ]»r«mete€ literary activity in Sanslcrit an A 
Telufu as a reyal tra^itien estal»lishe« €urinf the rule ef the 
Eastren Calukyas. The nataes ef wemen j^ eets figure mestly in 
the Vijayanatra perieA whe have cemp«se4 kavyaa. The j^ems 
Vara<laiqbilcayarinaya and RafhunathalihYuAaya are 
recegnised by historians as valuaUe seurces ef histery an« 
scholars acclaim them as valuable literary werks «f freat 
peetical values. 
Chapters twe and seven are deveted towards the life and 
times of Tirumalamlia and Rajaabhadraroba. Unfortunately nuch 
is not known about the personal life of them. They have not 
disclosed it. Whatever little is gathered is froai ether con-
temporary poets and their writinfs. Tirumalambi and 
Ramabhadrainba were groat scholars and skillful poets in 
Sanskrit and other languages• Much similarities are noticed 
between them. both were courtesans of Vijayanagara kingdom. 
They had intimacy with their patrons. Their religious faith 
is Vaisnva cult. Tirunalamba lived during the glorious period 
of Vijayanagara kinfdmi ciheroas Raieabh&Srira)^ lived in the 
gulden times of Tanjavur kingd^n. Their scholarship and art 
of composing poetry is examplory v^ich made them to shine as 
bright stars in the galaxy of great scholars and poet^. 
« 
Chapters three and eight are on the discussion of the 
historical background of Vardamnbikaparinaya and Raghunathabhyudaya. 
Tirumaiamba had chosen th© there© ©n Acyutadovar'aya, sen of 
Mroiraha the founder @£ Tuluva dynasty ©f Vijayanafsura kingdem. • • • 
Though the po«?in VaradSpbikipaginaya suggestij to be a romantic 
IV, 
kut Tirumalamlna dei^lcts the history Tuluva dynasty particu-
larly GUpslmha and Acyuta. Th« is devised int« tw* parts« 
the first describes the campaifns ef Nrsiioha in strenftheninf 
» • 
the kinfdem and the secend alMot the reyal remance hetveen 
'U' — -Acyta and princess Var^Mambika and their wedding • 
RamabhadranOia chese the life ef Raghunatha the third in 
sucessien t« the Nayaka kingdem ef Tanjivur« l^jj^iinath^hyudaya 
descrilves the personal life* accemplishments and military achieve-
ments ef Raghunatha. The kingdera established by Cewa Nayaka 
was expanded and strengthened by Raghunatha. Like krsnadevaraiya . 
•f Vijayanagara« Raghtinatha alse< shines as. a great king of 
"Andhradesa by ernroensely contributing for the ^emotien of arts 
end literature. Ri^ ghuiciGtho like Krsnade^&raya, hii^elf iias 
a. great peet and misielttR. Raghupathabhyudaya is ranked, as a 
MaHakivya. The important aspect of Raghmaathali^yttdaya is Its 
factual description of history. 
In chapters four and nine the conditions of state and 
Society as depicted in Varadambikaparinaya and Raghunathabhyudaya 
are explosed. The historical events which are described by 
Tiruntalandfa include the campaigns of Nrsiraha against Cola king 
and the Muslim ruler Suratrana. Maintaining Viraras in illus-
$ 
trating those events she describes the chivalary of the army 
and the weapons and war-drums used in the battles. The genero-
sity of Nrsimha elucidated by Tirumalaim^ when she describes 
» » the rele^so of 3ur@trana by Nrsimha after his captiveness. 
IMzrsAdha's faith in god is dcscribcii narrating the worship at • I 
the t<Kaple cf S-rirengapattcina after he defeated king Mahavira. 
The nature •£ seciet? and the custems felleweA «t varieus 
•ccatiens liy the reyal family and the ^ee^le* their dress and 
•zmaments are described hy the ]»eet. The feminine teuch mf 
peet Tiriamalaroka is visualised at varleus descrlptiens she made 
such as the make-up material used hy wemen the iMauty ef the city 
etc. Many «>f the custems which are depicted in VaradaroJiikiparinaya 
are still in practice in Seuth India. 
RafhunathSttiyudaya •£ Rmal^adramii^lse includes the des-
criptlen ef State and seciety* Te a larfe extent the su]»Jects 
are the same. But description ef the dally reutine ef Klnf 
Raqfhunatha is a special feature introduced by the peet. This 
has toecwse a trend araen§ the later peets. Depiction ef the 
idsals to be pocsossed by a benevolent Icing is another addition 
of Ramabhadramba. In this respect the influence ef Bana and 
Kadambari is netieed. The cultural« literary accetoplish-
ments and military achievements which the peet describes abeut 
Raghun?tha are authentic. In her peem Rayhunathabhyudaya peet 
RikaMiadramba mentions about the beautiful palaces Raghunatha 
had constructed to perform different activities at those places. 
©ther aspects vAilch she descritecs afeout the society ouch 
as customs, dress« make-up material and ornaments do not differ 
much with Varadambikaparinaya. 
Varadambikaiaarinaya is written by Tlruraalamba in a Can^u 
< 
form. History of Campu kavyas written in Sanskrit shows that 
sha is the first women poet to under take such experiment. 
The techlnicQl aspects such as the form, ©rgin and development 
of Ccnspu is elucidstcd in Chapter five of th© present thesis. 
Th© inference is that South Indian pcots have a special liking 
The nature ef society smi: the custecas felleweA at varieus 
•ccatiens by the reyal family an€ the i»ee]ple, their dress and 
•maments are 4e8cri]»e4 ky the ]^ eet« The feminine teuch ef 
peet Tirumalainliia is visuallflieA at varieus descriptiens she made / . ^ 
such as the make-up material used hy vcmen the ]M»auty ef the city 
etc. M«ny of the custams which are depicted in Varadaffil>ika»arinaya 
are still in practice in Seuth India. 
RafhunathSMiyadaya ef RamaMiadrauRll^lse includes the des-
criptien ef State and seciety* Te a larfe extent the sukjects 
are the same. But description mf the daily routine ef Kinf 
Raghunatha is a special feature introduced by the poet. This 
has become a trend amonf the later poets. Depiction of the 
t© bo p®ss®0aed by a benavolent ltin§ is another addition 
of Ramabhadramba. Zn this respect the influence of Bana and 
his Kadambari is notieod. The cultural, literary accomplish-
ments and military achievements which the poet describes about 
RaghunStha are authentic. Zn her poem Raohunathabhyndaya poet 
Ramal^adrafflba mentions about the beautiful palaces Rafhunatha 
had constructed to perform different activities at those places* 
t?ho other Qspc Jts which she describes al^ut the society such 
as cu8t<ms, dress« make-up material and ornaments do not differ 
much with Varadambikaoarinaiga . 
Varadembikaparlnaya is written by Tinimalamba in a Can^u 
form. Histoxry of Campo kavyas written in Sanskrit shews that 
oho ic the first wemen poet to under take such experiment. 
Che tochinicQl aspects such as the form* ®r§in and development 
f - is elucidated in Chapter five of the present thesis. 
irifarencQ is that South Indian poets have a special liking 
VI, 
f«r campu kavyas* Campa is a development ef DraviAian poetic 
forra. Lar^e nunOser ef canq>u kavyas are written ic all the feur 
majer lanfuafes •£ Sauth Iniia. 
In chapter six evaluation •£ the literary qualities ef 
va^amteik^oarinaya is ina«e. This cuapu is primarily tfritten 
in praise •£ AcyutaAevaraya* the patren ef TirximalanJiia, an€ 
his treddinf with Princess VaraAonbilca. But the campu shapes 
as a histerical peem l»ecause TirunialaBi]»i IMfins her p e ^ frwn 
the erifin •£ Tuluva dynastyt its ascent te the throne of 
Vijayanagara; the wars foufht ky its founder Hrsii^a to expand 
and strengthen the Vijayanagara kinfdom, Nfsii^a was the father 
of Acyotadevaraya the hero of the caapu. So TiruaialaalM opts 
to f^rlt© this part of VaradambiteaWariaaya with Virarasa. 
The canqpu is a fine blend of prose and verse haxsoniously 
maintained throughout the text. In Sanskrit TiruroalaodM alone 
is credited for writing longest prose sentence with over sixty 
words. The poet has a great coairoand over metres. Decoration 
with arthilanlciras and ^akdalanlcaras is a notaklo characteri-
stic of this campu. A fine use of figures of speech has added 
additional beauty to it. Giving a musical touch to her c«Qnpo« 
sition vrith allitarations at suitable place is a special 
quality of Tirumalamba. 
Similarly chapter ten deals with the evaluation of poet 
Rambhcdrasba and the poetic skill she employed in her 
j^kavy^ Rafhunathabhyudaya. Ramabhadramit^as a gem among the 
company ©f poots and courtesans ^c3©rated the court.of king 
Rr.ghuaStha Kayaka. Tha challenging qualities of scholarship 
VII, 
atMi poetic skill ina^ e her t* •ccupy the seat •£ S^>avt>liha<ira»Ttha 
/ 
In the c«urt vf Rafhuoia^tha, She was « aatalekhlni In elfht 
languafes. The events she «escrllieA with peetic dress are very 
authentic and stand £er vejryflcatien by ether seurces •£ histery* 
In Ra<ihttnath'alihyttdaya she i^reved her talent as a great 
schelar ]»«et hy using a pre-eminent metre fer each cante with 
a change metre at the end ef the cante in oMSt ef the cantes 
•ut •£ the twelve. Likewise she empleys twenty ene metres in 
her Mahakavya. She writes the peem RaehunathaJihvudaya in Vira 
rasa. iThis histerical peem describes the military achievements 
e£ Raghunatha Hayaka •£ Tanjavur, Alahkaras are skillfuly 
employed te illustrate the events. It added a special Meauty 
to Jser poem, "nie £requent use ©f certain uncossrsn words by 
Ramabhadramte is hard te Judge v^ether it is a merit er demerit 
o£ the peet. 
At apprepriate places the peetical qualities and merits 
®£ Tiruxnalamte* R^aUiadrlmdia and Gahga Devi are CMq^ared in 
this study. 
The author actoewledges her gratefulness te the Chairman 
end the Department e£ Sanskrit, Aligarh Muslim University £er 
encoi^rafing her te undertake the present study. It weuld have 
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VIII, 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Purusavad yosito 'pi kavibhaveyiih / Samskaro hy atmani 
samavaiti na strainam paurusam va vlbKagara apeksate / 
/ — ' - _ 
sruyante drsyante ca rajaputryo mahamatraduhitaro 
gani^cah kautukibharyas ca sastraprahatabuddhayah kavayas ca / 
——Rajasekhara, Kavyamimamsa , p, 53, 
Rajasekhara, the well known poet, dramatist and critic, 
states that women too can become poets like men and that in his 
times there were many royal princesses, courtesans etc. who were 
gifted with poetic skill. The Sanskrit anthologies contain stray 
verses by women poets from all parts of India, but full texts 
written by women are very rare. Interestingly enough, the few 
full texts whith are extant were composed by royal princesses 
and courtesans belonging to Andhra Desa, In particular, the first 
woman poet to write a historical poem was an Andhra princess. Viz. 
Ganga Devi the queen of Kampana of Vijayanagara. In subsequent 
times also we come across historical poems written by Andhra 
women, such as Tirumalambi, the author of Varadambik'aparinaya 
* 
and RSnabhadramba, the author of the Raqhunathabhyudaya» 
When men write on historical themes, they usually attempt 
the biographies of their patrons. For example, Bana wrote the 
biography of King Harsavardhana and Bilhana wrote that of 
Vikramaditya IV. The three women mentioned above, on the other-
hand, wrote in glorification of their husbands or lovers, who 
v/ere kings. Before we discuss these writers, a brief outline 
t of the polit:ical developments in Andhra Desa may be given here. 
After the Satavahanas and the Rastrakutas, the Andhra Desa 
was ruled by the Kakatiyas, Histoiry reveals that once the 
empire starts weakening under the weak rollers the vassals becom-
ing strong and try to establish a kingdom of their own indepen-
dence. The establishment of the Kakatiya kingdom by Ganapatideva 
in tenth centxiry is on the same universal law of history. The 
Kakatiyas in due course expanded their kingdom to a vast area 
in south India comprising not only the lundhra Desa, but Karnataka, 
• 
Tamil and MaHarastra areas also. 
• < 
The Muslim invasions in the eleventh and twelfth century 
weakened the• i^katlya empire and many small kingdoms sprang up. 
The kingdom of Vijayanagara can be called one among them as 
succeeding the Kakatiyas in the regions of Andhra and Kariiataka. t 
The Vijayanagara kingdom reached its height in a short time 
during the fourteenth century under Bukkaraya and Karapana II. 
Later the glory of Vijayanagara rose to the peak during the 
reign of Krsnadevar'aya of Tuluva dynasty. He was suceeded by 
his step-brother Acyutadevaraya. 
After Acyutadevar'aya the Vijayanagara empire became weak. 
The Governors and the Vassals started raising their heads and 
started their own independent kingdoms. Notable among them 
are the Nayakas who ruled part of erstwhile Vijayrnagara 
empire from their capital city of Tanjavur in deep South on 
the banks of Kaveri. 
The first extant work in Telugu was composed during the 
reign of Rijar'ajanarendra of the Eastren c5alukya dynasty. 
Between the tenth and eighteenth centuries/ the literary activity 
among the Telugu speaking people was not confined to the vernacular 
of Telugu only. The scholars and the poets were great experts 
in Sanskrit and other South Indian languages. To name a few, 
Nannaya, Narayanabhatta, Tikkana Somajaji, ^rinatha, Potana, 
Krsnadevaraya were well versed in several languages, » » • 
After the Calukyas, the Kakatiyas were great patrons of 
Telugu and Sanskrit literature. This royal tradition of patron-
ising arts and culture continued under all Telugu kingdoms of 
"Andhra such as Vi jayanagara, Madhxxra, Tanjavur and the Reddy-king-
doms, The mo?t interesting feature of the literary activity of 
^ i 
Andhra Desa is that women caroe into the field and contributed 
a rich treasure of literature both in Sanskrit and Telugu, 
The aim of the present study is to analyse the literary 
works in classical Sanskrit contributed by women poets. The 
most striking feature of these women poets is that their work 
is not just a traditional approach of literary activity but is 
based on historical eveJrts^ 
The women writers discussed in the present study are three 
poets who were not mere poets, but had a good knowledge of the 
history of South India, Their writings do not follow the beaten-
track and are not based on Puranas, They deal with the historical 
personalities of their contemporary period. Those three writers 
are Ganga Devi, TirunialamlSa and R^abhadramba, Gamga Devi was 
the queen of Kampana li of Vi<jay anagara. In her Kadhuravijaya, 
she gives the descriptions of Kampana's achievements in expand-
ing the kingdom and stabilising the rule of Vijayana§&ra kings. 
Similarly Tirumalamloa, a courtesan of Acyutadevaraya, claiming 
herself to be one of the queens of Acyuta, wrote a Canipu Kavya 
on the marriage of her lover with princess Varadambika. The 
third poet Ramabhadr'amba, also a courtesan like Tiruiaalsunbii, 
wrote a Mah^kavya on the achievements of Raghunath^ Nayaka, 
The most significant aspect of these three great women writers 
is that they were connected to Vijayanagara empire in its begin-
ing, peak and decay. 
The Madhuravi.laya is a great literary contribution depict-
ing the history of the early rulers of Vijayanagara. Tiruroalamba•s 
Varadlunbikaparinaya is a contribution dvuring the golden period 
of the empire, R^abhadramba composed her ecpaally important 
historical Mahakavya Raghunathabhyudaya during the last phase 
of the Vijayanagara empire. Thus these three poems form a 
significant part of the women writing in Sanskrit in l^dhra Desa, 
The first poem Madhuravi1aya has been studied by me in my 
M.Phil^ dissertation entitled "The Madhuravijaya of Ganqa Devit 
A Study"^ The other two poems will be studied in the present 
thesis. 
It is a well known historical fact that during Krsnadevaraya*s 
reign (1509-1529 A,D.) the cultural and literary activities 
reached its heights. Krsnadevaraya was a great patron of poets 
and scholars. He was himself a great scholar and in Sanskrit 
and Telugu languages. His famous Bhuvanavijaya palace was the 
1, Aligarh Muslim University, 1989, 
centre for cultural activities. His court was brightened by 
the presence of eight great poets known as Astadiggajas, just 
the court of Vikraniaditya was said to have nine great poets 
called Navaratnas, Krsnadevaraya wrote two plays called 
Jambavatikalyana and Us^parinaya in Sanskrit. In Telugu his • • • 
works are Amuktamalyada, Madalasacaritra, SatyavadHu-Santvana, 
Sakalakathasarasanqraha^ Rasanianjari and Jn'anacint'^ani^ 
ft 
Many poets of that time dedicated their works to him. 
Atter his sad demise his si::epbrother Acyutadevaraiya became 
the successor of this great kingdom. Like his brother 
Acyutadevaraya was also a great patron of scholars and poets. 
He wrote Talamahodadhi^in Sanskrit. His court poet Rajanatha 
wrote a Mahakavya called Acyutara-^bhyudaya in twelve cantos 
praising the victorious campaigns of his patron Acyutadevar'aya. 
Rajanatha also composed Bhaqavata Campu^ and these two works 
were dedicated to Acyutadevar'aya. TixrumalamlSa, a courtesan 
who claims to be the queen of Acyutadevar'aya, composed a C a m ^ 
Kavya Varadambik'aparinaya, Mohanangi* daughter of Krsnadevaraya , 
wrote Mariciparlnaya. 
After the historical Tallikota war in 1565 A.D,, the 
< > 
Vijayanagara empire fell down and came under the power of the 
Muslim rulers. Due to the downfall of "^dhra kings, poets 
2, M, Krishnamacariar. A history of Classical Sanskrit Literature, 
pp. 218, 219. 
3. G. Nagayya. Telugu Sahitya samiksa, p. 196. 
scholars, singers, and artists failed to get desired encourage-
ment and patronage, migrated to mainly to the kingdom of Madhura 
and Tanj"avur in deep south where the xrulers of Telugu origin were 
in power. So from sixteenth to eighteenth centuries the Nayaka 
kings of. Madhura, Tanjavur and Jinji as a continuous tradition 
patronised scholars and poets upholding arts and culture. 
Among the Nayaka kings of Tanjavur, Raghun'atha Nayaks and 
his son Vijayaraghava contributed significantly in nurturing 
airts and literature. Their service to the cause of Sanskrit and 
Telugu literature is immense and laudable, Raghunatha himself 
being a poet and musician, had composed new raigas which have 
become part of Karn'ataka style of Indian music. His literary 
contribution includes many yaksaganas and k«vyas both in Sanskrit 
and Telugu. Like his father, Vijayaraghava Nayaka was also a 
great man of letters and contributed to Telugu literatxire by 
writing a number of books. 
Like Krsnadevaraya and Acyutadevaraya of Vijayanagara, 
Raghunatha and his son Vijayar'aghava Nayaka as great patrons 
of literature and arts, brought their tenure of rule as a 
golden period of the Tanj'avur Nayaka kingdom. The most 
striking and significant aspect of this golden period is that 
women belonging to different background and categories such as 
royalty, nobility, courtesans and commoners came forward in 
the field nf literature and arts and proved their worth equal 
to men if not more than them. It is a period in South Indian 
literary history where the literary activity of women reached 
its zenith. 
A careful study of the History of South India during the 
perici- of Nayaka Icings explains a significant and notable change. 
All the cultural activities of Krsnadevafaya of Tuluva 
dynasty were perfonned in the 3huvanavijaya palace specially 
constructed for that purpose. Similarly* Raghunatha Nayaka 
also constructed Laksmivilasa Bhavana a palace where the cultural 
activities fian be performr-d. This centre of performance is 
specially famous for courtesans who were skilled in various 
creative arts and participated in all the literary and cultural 
activities. 
Since the days of Vijayanagara empire Sanskrit literature 
started climbing the heights along the Telugu literature with 
great patronage and encouragement. The list of the poets also 
includes the kings. The most noteworthy aspect of this period 
— / 
is that women literats from Andhra Desa contributed considerably 
to both Telugu and Sanskrit literature not only writing on 
the traditional themes of pur'anas and mythology but focussing 
on the real and contemporary historical themes to which they have 
a participative and personal knowledge. In this context the 
Madhuravijaya of Ganga Devi occupies the first place, Ganga Devi 
the poet, was from the Kakatiya lineage and the queen of ^ampana II, 
son of King Bukkaraya one of the founders and ruler of 
Vijayanagara kingdom. This Mah'akavya in Sanskrit was composed 
by her in fourteenth century. This Mahakavya, unlike many other, 
is on the theme of the contemporary historical aspect i,e, the 
victorious achievements of her husband Kampana II in expanding 
the frontiers of Vijayanagara kingdom and consolidating the 
4, See my dissertation" Madhuravilaya of Ganga Devii A study." 
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political rule of Vijayanagara deep into the South -i-ndia i.e. 
the Tamil country, 
Tiruraalamlai composed her Varadfambikaparinaya campu in Sanskrit 
during the sixteenth century. The Varadambikaparinaya is the 
second important contribution on the history of Vijayanagara 
empire during the peak period of its glory. This poem elaborates 
the victories of king Narasa or Nrsimha in further strengthening 
the kingdom in all the four directions of his existing kingdom. 
The principal theme of the poem is romantic. It narrates the 
love between prince Acyuta and princess Varadambika and the birth 
of their son cinavenkatadri and his coronation as yuvaraija along 
V'/ith his father Acyutadevaraya as the king of Vijayanagara kingdom. 
Tirumalamba claims herself to be the queen of Acyutadevar'^a, 
but history and other poets of the same period reveal that she 
was a courtesan of Acyutadevaraya, 
Raghunathabhyudaya of Ramabhadrambi is the third important 
historical poem written by a woman in Sanskrit from Andhra Desa. 
Like, Madhuravijaya and Varadambii^parinaya, Raqhunatfiabhyudaya 
also narrates the events of history of South India under the 
rule of Vijayanagara kingdom ruled by the Nayaka dynasty from 
their capital at Tanjavur. It depicts the uprising of th^jrassals 
and other enemies of the Tanj'avur kingdom and the conspiracies 
they made with the Muslim invaders. The poem describes how 
RaghuMtha was successful in suppressing those enemies and bring 
peaceand stability in the region. Poet Ramabhadramba claims herself 
as the wife of Raghun"atha, though the evidences show that she was 
one of the courtesans of Raghuriatha, 
The above three poems describe the various aspects of that 
society in the subsequent periods, ^ugh there are similarities 
in those poems but differences spea k about the specialities of 
each of those poems. The early kings of Vijayanagara as lineage 
of Kakatiyas were ^ivites, Gan^ Devi in Madhuravijaya praises 
— . ' — -
Virupaksa of Haropi i.e. Lord Siva, Whereas Tirumalamba's bene-
diction at the end of the campu de lares that at that time the 
Vijayanagara rulers(the Tuluva Dynasty) were the followers of 
Vaisnava cult of Hinduism and faithful worshipers of Sri Tirumala 
Tirupati Venkatesvara. The historical inscriptions denote that 
Acyutar'aya was first coronated at Tirupati with the holy waters 
and later at Vijayanagara^ The very name of Tirumalamb^ tells 
the faith that the poet has in that fod. She tells that by the 
grace of Lord Venkatesvara Acyutaraya was blessed with a son whom 
he named as Venkata^i. Tirumaf^ba prays Venkatesvara to bestow 
Acyuta with longivity along his queen Varadambika and sen Venkatadri, 
Poet R^abhadraml^ praises Raghuriatha as incarnation of 
Srirama, Like Tirumalamba, she explicitly tells that she is a 
faithful devotee of Sri Ramabhadra. Raghunatha and his son 
Vijayaragahava were also great devotees of Rama. Raghunatha 
composed Andhrararnayana and constructed a beautiful palace 
R'amasaudha specially for the prayer. This aspect indicates that 
the Nayaka kings of Tanjavur were great worshipers of Srirama. 
It should be mentioned specially that Raghun'atha Nayaka and 
his son Vijayar^ghava Nayaka bestowed great encouragement on the 
courtesans. In their court, courtesans participated equally with 
5. Rajan'atha. Acyutarayabhyudtiya, III. 23, 24, and see also the 
introduction by A.N.Krishno Aiyangar to Acyutar^y'abhyudaya, 
pp. 14, 22. 
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other poets and scnolars, in all kinds of literary and art compe-
tetions and celebrations. Among those precious geras at Raghunatha's 
time were RarnabhadramHa and Madhuravani, KrsMjamma, Rangajamma, 
and Chandrarekha were at the time of Vijayar'aghava. Muddupalani 
another poet who composed a 4ringarak"avya 'Radhikasvanthana' in 
« 
Telugu was patronised by the Panjavxir NayaXa king Pratapasimhendramauli 
(1736-63 A.D.) belonging to the MahTrastra Nayaka dynasty. 
Madhuravani was a precious gem of Rafhuiiatha Nayakaf She 
translated Andhraramayana composed by Raghunathata into Sanskrit. k 
The colophon of her Ramayanasarakavya spells out that she was 
the author of Kumarasambhava and Naisadha. Only a portion of 
1400(fourteen hundred) slokas in 14 cantos depicting upto Sundara 
kanda of her Ramayanasarakavya is available. At the end ©f every 
canto she gives interesting information about herself, Cemakuri 
Venkatakavi, Kucimanci Timmakavi and Adidamu Surakavi who were 
famous Telugu poets were contemporaries of Madhuravani? 
Within a half ghatika(12 minutes) she can compose ICQ slokas. 
Madhura\^ni can write in six languages. She is a well versed 
scholar in grammar, sastras etc. and she declares that Raghunatha 
—• — 8 Nayaka honoured her by performing Svarnabhiseka to her. In the 
history of Sanskrit literature, specially contributed by women 
poets, Ganga Devi and Madhuravani rank first for the best kavyas 
« 
they have composed, 
6. w, Krishnamachariar. History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, p. 230. 
7. Utukuri Laksraikanthamma. Andhra Kavaygttrulu, pp. 51, 52, 
8. Ibid, pp. 44-52. 
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In the Nayaka dynasty of Tanjavur, Vijayaraghava Nayaka was 
the last king)1633-1674 A.D,), He was also a great patron of 
scholars and poets. Many women poets flourished during his time. 
Among those Krsnajamma, Ran^jamraa and Candrarekha were said to 
be great poets and famous coiirtesans. Like iCamabhadramba, 
Kr..sn^jamma was also a pupil of Cengalva Kalakavi. In his Telugu 
Sr-h^raprabhandha Ra 1 aqopal a vi 1 asa? he praises KrsMjamma's 
scholarship saying that she has the rare and tremendous ability 
VrtA-to compose in any^of the 134, 217, 726 Vrttas. She poses the 
^ # 
Samasya and then composes sloka then translates it into Telugu* 
It is unfortunate that not a single work of Krsnajamma is tracable. 
Rangajamma, in her Mannarudasavilasa grabandha praises Krsnajamma 
* • • 
as "Sarvagunanisnata". < »' 
Rangajanroa composed many kavyas, yaksagana, dramas, in Telugu, 
She declares herself as the wife of Vijayar'aghava Nayaka in her 
Usaparinaya prabandha. The works of Rangajanana are as follows: t t 
1. RamayanakatHasangraha, 
2. Bharatakathasangraha, 
3. Bhagavatakathasangraha, 
4. Mannarudasavilasa (Drama), 
5. Mannarudasavilasa (yaksagana), 
6. Usaparinaya prabandha. 
ViaJayaraghava,pleased by her scholarship, performed 
Kanakabhiseka for her. Some more courtesans of Vijayaraghava 
were mentioned in her Mannarudasavilasa prabandha, such as 
^ ft — Kasturarima, Ambujavalli, Sasirekhemma and Mohanamurtamma, 
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RangXjamma's Usaoarlnaya is in four cantos. She dedicated » « 
it to Vijayaraghava bhupala. In her Mannarudasavilasa yaksa^na 
she uses Sans'krit slokas, curnikas, paisaci, magadhi, sauraseni, 
apabramsa and Tamil, She could compose poetry in eight languages. 
Her guru Cangalva Kalakavi praises her and Cendrarekha as 
experts in extempore poetry and in Samasya ^ranas. They were 
regular participents of every literary function at Vijayaraghava's 
court. She was the contemporary of the great Vaqqeyakara Ksetrayya, 
Muddupalani belongs to eighteenth century. She was patron-• » 
ised by the Tantre Maharastra Nayaka king Prat'apa Simhendramouli 
(1736-63 A.D,), Tirumala Viraraghava was her teacher. Her 
romantic kavya in Telugu Radhikasvantana is a beautiful mixture 
of prose and poetry, and was dedicated to Balakrsna. 
Radhikasvantana is in four csntos, Xt. contains 585 poems 
along with prose. It has another name as Iladeviyam, This I 
* work reflects the luxurious life of royal persons, army officers 
and wealthy people of that time. The society, the culture and 
the life of the people were depicted in her kavya. In the des-
criptions, ^ddupalani chooses entirely a different way. She 
decorates her l«vya with Sr-^ngararasa, She was a courtesan but « 
by her virtues she become the concubine of King Pratapasi^a, 
She is praised by later poets as one of the best poets of Andhra, 
These are some of the well known poets of Sanskrit and 
Telugu literatures from Andhra Desa, They enriched the litera-
tures of Sanskrit and Telugu by their valuable works. The main 
reason for this achievement is the encouragement and self-interest 
in literature and arts by the Great Vijayanagara and Tanjavur 
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kingdoms. The peaceful and wealthy society, the identification 
of their scholarship by the rulers make them to create these 
great works. 
By this study an inference can be drawn to state that educa-
tion of women in the begining was limited to the royal palaces, 
later it was spread to DevaAasis or Vesyas. It was limitted to 
these classes only because women from the normal midd. aVclass 
could not get time and leisure for their education or for literary 
activities. The main reason for this drawbackmight be the early 
marriages of the girls, and child-bearing, and the responsibili-
ties of the joint family which was the custom and tradition of 
the society of those times. Hence, married women from the middle-
class neither found time nor flourish in the creative activity 
of arts and literature the most important aspect of culture. 
The wealth and liesxire at the disposal of the Devadasi's 
gave them an oppurtunity to acquire scholarship, dexterity 
and mastery in arts and culture. It should also be noted that 
their recognition and patronage was dependent on their beauty 
both physical and intelluctual. In case of women of the middle-
class there was no necessity for such talent. That is why 
we do not come across any women artists from this category in 
those days. 
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CPIAPTER II. 
TIRUMAL^^, HER LIFE AND TIME. 
The VaraAambika^Parlnaya is the first Campu In Sans)crit 
by a woman poet. This poem describes the marriage of King Acyutaraya 
to Varadambika, the birth of their son Cinavenkatadrl, and his 
* 
instalation as heir apparent, Acyutaraya succeded the famous 
Krsnadevaraya to Vijayanagara kingdom and ruled from 1529 to 1542 A,D, « « > 
Not much information is available about the poet Tirximalamba 
either in her Varad'^bika«.pcurinaya or outside It. At the end of 
the campu there is a long colophon. Here Tlrumalamba speaks ela-
borately about her intellectual and artistic accomplishments but 
little about her personal life. 
On her personal life she makes only a brief statement by 
using two adjectives. She says she is the all-in-all of Acyuta*s 
love(premasarvasva) and his close confidante(visvasabhu).^ But 
she does not say that she is Acyutaraya*8 legally wedded wife 
(patni or bharya). This point raises some problems about her exact 
relationship to king Acyutaraya, 
One likely possibility is that she was a courtesan(vesya). 
She became a concubine of Acyutaraya and enjoyed his love and 
confidance. As a highly talented woman, she was intellectually 
close to the king and composed a poem celebrating her lover's 
legal marriage to the princes Varadambika, For political or other 
reasons, she actively-supported Acyuta's marriage with Varadambika, 
1, VP, p, 179; rajadhirajacyutarayasarvabhauma-preraasarvasva-
V 3 va s abhu va, 
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On the other hand, if Tirvunalamba was also a legally wedaed 
wife of a noble birth, she would not have so readily described 
her husband's marriage to another woman, and that woman's son be-
coming the heir apparent. 
In the colophon, while mentioning all her accomplishments, 
she does not mention her parents, which is the usual custom. This 
fact also strongly supports that Tirumalamt>a may have been born 
and brought up as a courtesan. 
There is another poem on the life ef Acyutaraya*s life enti-
tled Acyut^ayabhudaya. This was written by Rajanatha, a coxirt 
poet of Acyutar%a. This poem, in twelve sargas, describes 
Acyutaraya's ancestors, his coronation, and his various expeditions. 
Rajanatha describes Acyutaraya's marriage to Varadambika? but makes 
no mention of Tirumalamba. This fact als« supports the view that 
Tirximalamt>a may not have been Acyutaraya's legally wedded wife, 
but only his concubine. 
Thus all the conteit^orary evidence suggests that TirumalambS 
may not have been a legally wedded wife of Acyutaraya. 
2. Rajanatha, Acyutarayabhyudaya, III. 48: 
mahattare nianavaloka iasitur 
mano'nukula mahisipade tad¥ / 
krtabhiseka salagaksitisitur 
— — "" a. „ _ ^ varatmajasid vardambika vadhuh // 
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However, about a hundred years later, on cemakuri venkatakavi, 
in his Telugu poem called Vi 1 ayavilasauiu says that Tirumalambi 
was Acyutar'aya• s queen (devi) and that her sister J^tiniamba was 
married to Cewa? This Cewa was a king of Nayaka dynasty who 
— 4 ruled Tanjavur from 1540 to 1550 A.D, and the poet cemakuri venkatakavi 
was the court poet of Raghunathanayaka, king of Tanjavur from 1614 
to 1633 A,D. 
How to reconcile this with the contemporary evdence? One 
possible explanation is that at a later stage, i.e. after the 
composition of the Varadambika^Parinaya by Tiruraalamba and after 
» 
the completion of the Acyutarayabhyudaya by Rajanatha, the king 
Acyutaraya may have granted Tinxmalambathe status of a legal wife. 
In order to raise her social standing still further, he may have 
married of Tiruraalamba•s sister Murtimamba to Cewa who belonged 
to a minor branch of Vijayanagara kingdom. There are many I instances of kings raising the status of a vesya to that of a — 
kulastri. For exanqple, in Mrcchakatika of Sudraka, the king 
elevates Vasantasena to a kulastri. 
3, Cemal^i Venkatakavi. vilayavilasamu (in Telugu) at the beglningj 
^hivin acyutarayala devi aylna 
i'irumalambakun anujayai tejarillu 
murtimarabanu ben^illlyai kirtivelaya 
jewavibhudu mahonnatasrilajelage // - / _ ' , 
4. caganti Sesayya. Andhra Kavltarangini (in Telugu), Vol. 12, p. 4, 
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To sura up, Tirumalamb'a appears to have been born in the family 
of coutesans and was brought up as one. She had an intense train-
ing in all arts, and with her talents she won the heart of Acyutaraya 
and became his concubine and close confid. ante. She encouraged 
the king to marry Varadambika, This marriage was politically 
important. Varadambika' s father was prince Salajra and her two 
brothers were generals in the army« '^cyutaraya finally rewarded 
her by elvating her rank of a queen (devi)• 
Now about her personal accomplishments, Tirumalamba gives 
an elaborate account in the colophon. She tells that she is well 
versed in poems, plays, poetics, puranas and vedas. She has a 
remarkable memory and she can repeat things after hearing them 
but only oncef She knows several languages and she can write many 
7 scripts. She is beautiftil like an incarnation of Goddess of 
, ^ - T ^ i i Q She is generous patron of beauty, ana excellent musician. ^ ^ 
5,6, VP, Colophon, p, 179: 
ekavar*akarnaiOTatra-drdhavadharita-navya-kavya-na 
puranagama-rahasya-s'arasyafeandha-samindhana-svabhavi 
pratibhanubhavaya, 
7, Ibid, p, 179: nikilalipi-vilekhana-niyata-vitarena-krtahasta-'»<^&^»-
ravindaya, 
8. Ibid, p, 179, 18: 
virinca-cancala-nayanV-nakhancala-samudancita-vipanci-prapaSclta 
pancamamadhxirimodancana-vikasvara.-kanthasvar aya-viptila-talataia' -
vihara-vinoda-sakiravatlrna-sataparnasana-varavarnini-mati-• • » 
nirnayikaya. 
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9 10 scholars and poets. i:ihe always patronised poets and their families. 
She is deeply religious and caused several sacrifices like Paundarika, 
V^japeya, Sarvatoinukha performed by If^ rahmins for the well being 
of the king. She is liberal in her gifts and gave rich endowments 
to temples and other religious institutionsJ^ 
Acyutaraya built Vitthala temple at Hampi. Several inscrip-
tions of Acyutaraya are preserved there. One of them describing 
a gift of Suvarnaroeru by Acyuta was composed by Voduva Tirumalamba 
• , 
12 - -in 1533 A.D. As Tirumalamba claims in the colophon of the Campu 
that she can write skilfully in all scripts, so most probably this 
Voduva Tirximalaml:^ is the same as the author of Varadambika-pari naya. 
The three verses regarding the king's tul'abhara of pearls at 
Kancipuram are also composed by her in 1533 A.D, 
It is clear that this C a m ^ must have been written during 
the reign of Acyutaraya(1529-1542 A.D.). The campu ends with the 
instalation of cinavenkatadri, the son of Acyutaraya as heir-app^ent, 
9. Ibid, p. 179: nirup'adhika-mahopakra-nirmana-dharma-nirTnalhlrayaya'. • K 
10. Ibid, p. 179: niyata-raksita-kavi-kutumbaya. 
• . 
11. Ibid, p. 180: 
na^esa-pratisthitaneka-viracita-vajapeya-paundarika-
sarvatamukha-mahadhvara-dvijavara-vitiryamanaiiirvisesa-
pariposita-bhagya-saubhagyaya. 
12. Lakshraan Sarup, Introduction to varadambika-parinaya, p. 11 
13. Swami Madhavananda and Ramesh Chandra Majxamdar. (ed) 
Great Women of India» p. 335. 
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There is no clear evidence to show when this event took place. 
There are some differences between Tirxomaiamba's account and the 
same in Rajariatha's „. Acyutarayabhyudaya. In his poem Rajanatha 
states that when Acyuta was crowned as an emperor, his son 
— — 14 cinavenkatadri was old enough to be made heir-apparent(yuvaraja), 
This statment does not agree with Tirumalimba • s campu. Tirumalaxnba 
states that Acyutaraya was already a king when he married 
varadsTmbika. Then cinavenkatadri was born to them, who was latter 
installed as heir-apparent when he came of age. Therefore the 
coronation of cinavenka^dri as yuvaraja must have taken place 
at least 10 or 12 years after the coronation of Acyutar¥ya as a 
king in 1529 A,D; Therefore Lkshman Sarup argues that the Campu 
could not have been written before 1540 A,D, As Acyutaraya reigned 
upto the year 1542 A,D, and the campu was written during his life 
time, this campu may have been written between 1540 and 1542 a.D^"^ 
However there is not much weight in this argument. It will 
be shown in the next chapter that Tirumalamba twists historical 
facts and chronology. For example, Acyuta*s father Mrsin^a or 
14, Rajanatha, Acyutarayabhyudaya. Ill, 52: 
anena rajna cinaventadrir 
—— _ af — 
apy ayoji laksmim yuvarajpTlrvikam / 
ksamapataurajyarama sayauvana-
K. rama ca kaumaram as'av asucayat // 
15, Lakshman Sarup, Introduction to Varadambika-parinaysi, p, 10, 
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Narasa NayaTca died in 1503. Thereafter, his two elder sons, 
Viranarasimha and Krsnadevafaya ruled upto 1529, In 1529, on the 
death of Krsnadevar'^ya, Acyuta became the king. However, Tiznirwraraba I • • 
says that Acyuta became the king immediately after the death of 
his father!"^ Thus she ignores the rule of not only Viranarasii^a 
but also of Krsnadevafaya, who is regarded as one of the greatest 
kings of India, 
Therefore, not much credence should be given to Tiruraalamb^*s 
chronology of events viz, (1) Nrsimhais death, (2) coronation ©f 
Acyuta (3) marriage of Acyuta to Varadambika (4) birth of cinavenkatadri 
and (5) instalation of cinavenkatadri is as yuvaraja. 
It is more likely that Acyuta was already married to Varadambika 
and that they had a son when he became king in 1529 and the 
cinavenkatadri was installed simultaniously as yuvar"aja, as Rajanatha 
says in ^is Acyutaray^bhyudaya, 
Furthermore, there is inscriptional evidence to show that 
in 1532 Acyutaraya, Varadambika and cinavenkatadri performed 
tulapurusad'ane with pearls at Kanci. This supports Rajanatha's 
view that Acyuta and his son cinavenkatadri were simultaniously 
installed as king and yuvaraja in 1529. 
Therefore, the Varadambika-parinaya could have been composed 
any time during the reign of Acyuta from 1529 to 1542, On the 
other hand, Tirumalamb^ does not describe any military campaign 
16. VP, p. 92, 
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of Acyuta, though she devotes about half of the book to the cam-
paign of his father Narasa. This shows that the Varadambika-parinaya 
was written before Acyuta undertook any major campaigns, that is 
at the begining of his reign around 1530 A.D, 
The varadambil^-parinaya is the only available work written 
9 
by Tirumalaroba. in 1924 it was discovered by Prof, Lakshman ^^arup. 
University of P njab, Lahore, in the royal collection of old manu-
scripts at Tanjore. A Devanagari trariscript was prepared for him 
at that time. In May 1932 he published it for the first time in 
the Oriental College magazine, lahore, Ifjs first Hindi trans-
lation was prepared by Mahamabophyaya Pandit Giridhara Sarma, 
principal Sanskrit Collage, Jaipxxr, and Pandit Pxirusottama Sarma 
of the Mayo Chief's Collage, Ajmer, and was included in the 
Samslira ^hitya Ratnamala series, Lahore, in 1932, Prof. Lakshman 
Sarup brought out his edition of the text from Lahore around 1938, 
together with a Sanskrit tika by Giridhara Sharma and Haradatta 
Sharma, 
Prof, Suryakanta sastri published it in 1970 with an English 
translation in the Choukhamba Sanskrit series at Banaras, 
This Campu contains 174 elokas along with long prose sections. 
The stanzas are in the vaidarbhi style whereas the prose is in 
the Gaudi style. In the following chapters we shall evaluate this 
text from the view-point of history and that of poetic beauty. 
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CHAPTER III 
Historical Background of the Varadambika-Parinaya 
In the Varadainbik'a^parinaYa Tirumalamba describes king 
« 
Acyutaraya's marriage to Va^^ambika, and the installation of 
their son cinvenkatadri as the heir apparent. 
Acyutar"aiya succeeded the famous KrsnadevarTya to Vijayanagara 
kingdom in 1529. The Vijayanagara kingdom was formed in the 
early fourteenth century and it reached its zenith under 
Krsnadevar'aya (1509-1529 A.D,), who vastly expanded bis kingdTO 
in all directions, gave liberal patronage to scholars and poets 
of Sanskrit and Telugu, and promoted fine arts. Just as the 
legendary Vikramaditya.*s court was adorned by nine poets called 
Navaratnas» so also his court was graced by eight poets v^o 
were known as astadiqqa;}as. 
• * 
Krsnadevaraya's father, Nrsimha or Narasa Nayaka was never 
the de-jure king of Vijayanagara, He was a mere chieftain, but 
he helped Saluva Narasin^a in usurping the vijayanagara kingdom 
from Prudhadevaraya, the last ruler of Sangama dynasty, 
Saluva Narasimha coronated himself in 1485 A.D, and ruled « • 
upto 1490 A.D, At the time of his death his two sons were too 
young to rule. So he appointed Narasa Nayaka as their guardian 
and regent. 
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From 1490 to 1503 Narasa Nayaka ruled the Vijayanagara 
kingdom, first as the regent of Timma and after his death, as 
the regent of his brother Immadi Narasin^a, Though he was only 
a regent of the two brothers, he was the defacto ruler of Vijaya-
nagara and the founder of the Tuluva dynastyj He had to fight 
several wars to consolidate the kingdom and expand it in all 
directions. 
By dint of numerous military campaigns Narasa Nayaka 
restored the integrity of the kingdom, and the enemies whom he 
had conquered during the thirteen years that he governed the 
empire are entimerated in all the records of his descendants. 
We learn from them that he not only subdued Chera, Chola and 
Pandya and other localities in South India, but also defeated 
the Gajapati and took Adil Khan a prisoner. These claims had 
"2 a good foundation, 
Narasa Nayaka had four sons, Vira-Narsimha, Krsnadevafaya, 
Ranga and Acyutaraya, Upon the death of the father in 1490, 
the eldest son Vira-Narasi^a became the regent of Iimiadi Narasin^a, 
By this time Immadi Narasimha was old enough to rule the land, 
but, unfortunate prince was kept imprisoned for some time and 
ultimately murdered by Vira-Narasimha who then called himself 
the dejure king. His brief rule of six years from 1403 to 1409 
was full of strifes^ He was succeeded by Krsnadevaraya, who 
ruled for 20 years from 1509 A.D, to 1529 A,Q. and established 
a golden rule, 
1. R.C.Majumdar(ed), The Delhi Sultanate, op. 302-306. 
2. Ibid, p, 304. 
3. Ibid, pp. 30^-309 
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However, there was a bitter rivalry between him and his 
step-brother Acyuta, Acyuta was Icept imprisoned at the fort 
of Candragiri. In 1529 when Krsnadevafaya was on his death-bed 
he proclaimed Acyuta as his successor and released him from the 
prison. Soon after he died, Acyuta coronated himself at Tirumalai 
in the presence of Lord .Venkatesvara and then moved to Vijayanagara. 
The chronicles written under the various rulers do not 
mention all the unpleasant details of succession. The poems 
written vinder Krs^adevaraya and AcyutarTya and others, describe 
Narasa Nayaka as the lawful king and do not mention that he was 
just a regent. Secondly the poems written by the co\irt poets 
of Krsnadevar"aya do not mention Acyutaraya and vice-versa. 
The Varadannbil^-parlnaya is not free from these faults. 
It is totally partisan towards Acyutaraya and supresses all 
the information which is not favourable to him. 
Tuluva Dynasty 
This royal romance commences with a detailed description 
of the lunar race which starts with the Moon, who was followed 
_ K. — 4 
by Budha, Pururjras, Ayu, Nahusa, Yayati and Turvasu. In course 
of time Timma was born in this dynasty. His son was l/vara and 
his wife was Bukkamamba, Their son was N^irsimha or Narasa Nayaka 
the founder of Tuluva dynasty. Here TirximalambaT totally ignores 
all the previous kings of Vijayanagara, belonging to the Sangama and Saluva dynasties. She writes as though wrsirnha/ Narasa Hayaka » * 
4. VP. pp. 1-6. 
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was the first real king# although she makes a brief reference 
to his father livara and Grand father Timma and his wife Devaki. A 
This kind of tendency prevails in all the writings produced 
under this dynasty. For example, the Umamanjeri copper plates 
of Acyutaraya of the Saka year 1462( 12th October 1540 A.D.)^ 
also coiranence with the description of the lunar race from the 
Moon, his son Budha, his decendants Puriiravas, Ayu, Hahusa, yayati 
and rurvasu. The inscription then makes brief mention of Tirama 
of Tuluva dynasty, and of his son Isvara. Then follows a long 
account of Narasa and his campaigns. 
Likewise Krsnaaevaraya's poet lauriate Allasani Peddana 
in his Telugu Manucaritramu gives the same account of the lunar 
race starting with Budha and ending with Krsnadevar'aya' s father 
Nrsimha, He mentions Nrsimha's two wives Tippamb"a and Nagamba, 
who were the mothers of Vira-Narasimha and Krsnadevaraya respectively. 
But he does not mention Acyuta's mother Obajnbikif Similarly 
Nandi Timmana, also a court poet of Krsnadevaraya, in his Telugu 
poem Pari jatapaharanamu gives the same account and does not 
4 7 mention Acyuta's mother. 
However, Rajanatha Dindima, a court poet of Acyutarafya was 
more impartial. In his Acyutarayabhyudaya, a Sanskrit poem, 
he describes the lunar race from the Koon upto Narasimha but 
mentions three wives of Narasirpha, namely Tippamba, Nagamba, and 
5. Epigraphia Indica, III (1894-95), pp. 147-158. 
6. Allasani Peddana, Manucaritram.u , I, 19-31. 
7. Nandi Timmana, Parijatapjiharanamu; I. 7-15. 
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Acyuta's mother Obamamba. In fact he ever mentions Krsnadevaraya 
9 
and his benign rule. It may be added that in the official inscri-
ptions of Acyutaraya his predessor is respectfully mentioned. 
For example, in the Unamanjiri plates, the reign of Krsnadevaraya 
is enlogizied in glowing terms 
But TiruraalamlSa, who was the recipient of undivided love 
of Acyutaraya (prema~sarvasva) is naturally partisan towards him. 
She ignores the rule of Acyuta's two elder brothers^ namely 
Vira-Narasimha and Krsnadevaraya, and says that as soon as 
8, Rajanatha Dindima, Acyutarayabhyudaya. I. 52: 
tisro nrpasyety abhavann abhistas 
tippambi)M tasu ca i^gamamba / 
pattabhisikta patidevatan^ 
uttamsabhus"^anir obamamba // 
• • • 
9, Ibid, III. 18-19: 
anantarm kirtidhurandharo 'dadhat 
sa krsnarayah sakalam vasundharam / 
amusya simair abhisel^ribhih 
sas^a vid esanasaurya-pavakah // 
sa kondavitipramukhani sangare 
mahanti durgani matan^esituh / 
pura grhitva putupettunupure 
nyadhad atha stambham asau mahabalah // 
10, Epiqraphia India, III (1894-95), pp. 152-153, lines 43-63, 
VV, 20-25. 
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Narasa Nayaka died, Acyta became king.^^ Therefore she does 
not mention Narasa's first two wives. She mentions only Acyuta's 
mother Ombamamba. She says that OmbamaintJa belongs to the solar 
— — - - 12 
dynastyand that her father was Raciraya and mother Ramarabika, 
Before Narasa Nayaka married OmliamamlDa he undertook many military 
campaigns to which about half of the campu is devoted. 
Tirumalamb'a describes these campaigns very elaborately in 
the form of digvijayayatra. However, as has been stated already 
this account is based on solid foundation. 
11. VP. p, 92: 
kalad bahor atha mahim virhasahisnxim 
» • 
"asvasya navyanijasasvata-kirtimurttya / 
nanagunasrvanakautukin"^ suranam ^ • • t • « 
nathena sakhyam abhajan narasaksitisah // 
atah param anucintita-nikhila-jana-hita-krtyaiama^tyaif ^ 
anuniya-samanitah-sprhafljiya-viniiti-niti-mukha-mahaniya 
guna-gana-samuccarita-nidhir acyuta-dharanipatih-» • • • 
svayamvara daranim avanim prdhanagrhni-padam aniya 
atmai^ r'ajanvatim at"anit. 
12. Ibid, p. 86: 
divasakara-kulottamsa-r'aciraja-ratnakara-rekham, sri 
ramambika-garbha-sukti-muktaraanim ombamarababhidhanam, 
"aniya yathavidhi dharanibhuj'a paryaninayat. 
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King Nrsimha 
Tirumalamba describes Nrsimha as the son of "isvara and 
• % 
Bukkamamba, King Nrsir^a was brave and he was untiring in mak-
ing large gifts of gold. His strong and noble fame was followed 
by the goddess of Victory. He made the entire earth free from 
thorns in the form of enemies^ Giving all the superior quali-
ties of Nrsii^a she says that Vasudeva lived in the chamber of 
his heart which was as profound as the great occean, Laksmi lived 
in his blooming lotus like lovely eyes, and Sarasvati stayed 
at the courtyard of his tongue that was devoted to truthj"^ He 
was the moving mountain of gold, he was like the wishing tree 
endowed with consciousness and was like the reincarnation of 15 
Cupid, He ruled his kingdom very peacefully. His thoughts 
were competent to apply the six expedients of the royal polity. 
He protected the four means of success, with astonishing poli-
tical wisdom he was ruling over the earthj^ He, the best among 
13. VP. 12: _ 
prahladamanasahito na)chaxfatyud|ra 
vikrantir asramakrtoruhiranyadanah / 
Yah simha^artiemnnatanusarajjayasrir 
niskantakam vasumatim nikhilam atanit // • • « * 
14. Ibid, pp. 15-16: 
mahambhorasi-gambhirasaya-nivasi-vasudevah vikacaravinda-
bandhuvaravilocana-viharadindirah satyanusakta-rasana-
catvara-viharisaradah, 
9 
15. Ibid, p.16: 
sac^arisnur iva kancanacalah,...kalpitacetana iva kalpapadapah 
punarutpannamurtir iva puspasayakah. 
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the kings had fully increased his power, he getting the right 
knowledge through the study of quality, pervaded the three 
_ 17 
worlds. He made VidyaTpuri to shine by his splendour. 
After giving this long description of the king s rule, the 
poet describes his march of conquest in different directions. At 
first he conquered the eastren quarter and then he reached the 
southren quarter; marching along the sea-coast and crossing 
the country of Tundira he came to the Cola country, where a 
18 fearsome battle took place between Nrsimha and the Cola King. 
As soon as the glorious emporer Nrsimha captured the Cola king, 
• • 1 Q 
he ordered his army to stop further fighting. When king Maruva 
knew the capture of the Cola king by Nrsii^a he fled s<Hnwhere 
to the sea-coast. 
16. VP, p. 19: 
sadgunya-prayoga-yogyavicarenirapaya-caturupaya-
gopayitari yasrain vismayantitimati paripalayati vasumatim. 
17. Ibid, verse 15: 
advaitasastradhigamena samyag 
vidyamivasadya vivrddhasttavah / 
vidyapurim viravarah svadharana 
vyadyotata vyaptajagattrayikhah // 
18. Ibid, pp.34-69. 
19. Ibid, verse 47: 
grahitamatre yudhi colbhupe 
kr^^nidhih srinarasimhadevah / 
sa tarn hyasedhat samarat svasenam • • I • 
sat'am prasadah sahajo na rosah // 
30 
ohen iMrsimha entered trivs town of Madhura the ruler of that 
place presented great wealth to Nirsimha, He then reached 
Ramesvara, There he worshiped God Ramesvara and gave innumerable 
gifts to bj^hmanas^*^ Then he turned to the wesern side to 
conquer. He sieged the city of Srirangapattana by constructing 
- - 21 - ' - --
a bridge on the Kaveri river. Having captured the king Mahavira 
alive, he forgave him and reinstalled him in his kingdom. He 
captured i>umakura and other big forts. He also captured the 22 fort of Matarangi, and then worshiped God Gokarnanatha. 
20. In this connection Tirumalamba says- Varaoainbika-parinava s 
n'an'agraharair navaratanaharaih 
suvarnapuspair api sukti puspaih / 
abhyarcya ramesvaram adarena 
tatsannidhau danasatany atanit // 
This may be compared with the following stanza from Acyuta's 
inscription(Epigraphia IndiCa. Ill, 1894-95, p. 151 verse 9): 
vividha sukrit oddame r«amesvara-pramukhamuhur 
mudita hrdaya st'ane st'ane vyadhattayathavidhi / 
f 
budha parivrto n"anadanani yobhuvishodasa 
tribhuvana janodgitam spitam yasah punaruktayan // 
21, VP, verse 50: 
sthire jale setur akari purvam 
tad adbhutam net! kaveio^ayah / 
setum pravahesu gunabhiramas 
citte satam adbhutam apy abadhn'at // 
* 
The same information was given in the Unamalnkri plates of Acj-utaraya, 
Spigraphia Indica, III, p. 151 verse 10: 
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He captured the Suratriiifta at Manavadurga, but the brave 
23 end gracious Niirsirnha took pity and released him. The same 
— ^ - - 24 statement is also made by Rajanatha Dindima in his Acyutarayabhyudaya. 
— 25 The Suratrana was identified as Yusuf Adil Khan. Conquering 
all the directions he enters his capital Vidyapuri with great 
joy. 
The above mentioned conquests of Nrsimha in all the direc-
tions are all historically correct when we compare them with 
inscriptions and the literary works of that time mainly in 
Sanskrit and in Telugu, Both the Parijat'apaharan», 
Acyutarayabhyudaya say that Nrsii^a killed the Cola king but 
Varadambilca-parinaya states that he was captured alive but 
26 escaped to an island in the sea. 
kaverim "asu baddhva balilaj larayain tlira vilamghyaiva satrxun ^ n » / 
jivagraham grhitva samiti bhujabalat tineca rajyam tadiyam / 
krtva srirangapurvam tad api nijavase pattanam yo babhase 
kirtistambham nikhaya tribhuvanabhavana-stuyamanapadanah // 
22. VP, verse 51. 
23. Ibid, verse 53: 
trasad drutam manavadurgamadhye 
dhrtva suratranavarahapidam / 
anunccitanugrahadhih sa dhiro t 
grhitam abdhim kila kumbhajanma // 
24. Acyutarayabhyudaya, I, 29: 
mahipatir manavanama durgam 
sakadhinathena samam grhitva / 
sputicakarasya punatvitirya 
sauryam tathaudaryam avaryacaryam // 
32 
Historical evidence shows that Nrsimha died in 1603 whereas • I 
TirximalairOba says that after his death the ministers coronated 
Acyuta as the king, i.e. in 1529 A.D, Thus she is silent about 
the period between 1503 to 1529, when Acyuta's elder brothers 
Vira-Narasimha and Krsnadevaraya were ruling, i • •' 
Though he was not a lawful king, but a mere regent, there 
is no doubt that Nrsimha was a great warrior and an able admini-
strator. Therefore he deserves all the paaise which Tirumalamba 
showers on him. 
Nrsimha's Marriage • • 
Tirumalamba first describes Nrsin^a's campaign and then 
— " 27 mentions his marriage to Ombamamba. This gives the impression 
as if Nrsimha married Ombamamba almost at the end of his rule, • « 
but that may not be true. Here Tirumalamba was taking poetic 
licence in order to establish the correct mood. First the 
campaign full of Virarasa is dipicted. After conquering the 
entire earth the king left the burden to the ministers and spent 
his time in literary and musical pursuits. Thus the king now 
becomes dhiralalita and is in the proper mood for love and 
marriage. 
The royal purohita marries him to Ombamamba, daughter of 
Rociraja and Ramambika, Indue course a son was born to him, 
28 
who was named Acyuta. 
25. Delhi Sultanate: History of Medival Deccan, Vol.I, p, 110. 
26. VP, verse 47. 
27. Ibid, p. 86, 28. Ibid, p.- 87. 
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Acyuta 
After a brief discription of his childhood and education, 
Tirumalamba narrates that king Nrsimha went to heaven to make 
• • • 29 friends with Indra and that the ministers made Acyuta the king. 
Then she gives the detailed description of Acyuta's body, glori-
fication of Acyuta by bards etc.^® but does not mention even a 
single victory of Acyuta, Then there is a long description of 
Acyuta falling in love with Varadarabika and marrying her. This 
princess belongs to Solar race. Her father is a 'sakala King', 
her mother's name is Trap'ambika and her two brothers are called 
Tirumala^^ Rajanatha Dindima gives the name of Varadambika's 
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father as 'salaga ksetisa'. Then there is a description of 
varadambika•s pregnency and the birth of cinavenkatadrl. 
Tirumalamba ends the campu with the coronation of Venkatadri 
as yuvar'aja and wishing a long and prosporous life to Acytaraya 
with Varad'ambika and their son Venkatadri. Rajanatha in his 
Acyutara^hyudaya however, states that when Acyuta was coro-
nated as the king of Vi jayanagara, Varadairibika -was coronated 
as pattamahisi and cinavenkatadri as yuvarajQo 
Here also we should not take Tirumalamba*s chronology 
literally. It seems probable that Acyuta was alr^iady mar±ied 
when he was released from the prison and declared king. It is 
also possible that he had already a son and this son v/as insta-
lled as 'yuvaraja' at the same time. The reason is as follows? 
29. Ibid, verse 87-94, 30. Ibid, 31, Ibid, p. 140, 
32, Rajanatha Dindima, Acyutarayabhyudaya. Ill, 48, 
34 
Varadambika's two brothers, Tirumala senior and Tirumala junior, 
were influential generals in the army. Because of their influ-
ence, Krsnadevar'aya released hira from the prison and declared 
him as his successor. Therefore, the brothers wished to install 
their sister as the chief queen and the nephew as heir apparent. 
The above view is supported by Rajanatha and also by in-
sciiptions. An inscription dated 14 July 1532 says that Acyuta, 
Varadambika and cinavenkat'idri all severelly got themselves 
weighed against pearls (mukt'atulpurusodana) at Kanci.^ This means 
that within three years of ascending the throne, Acyuta had a 
wife and son. 
For limimala^mba this chronology does not appeal nruch and 
she alters the sequence of events. It should be borne in mind 
that Tirumalamba was not writing history from the modern point 
of view, but a campu kavya with its own conventions. In a kavya 
as in drama, there should be phalapr"apti at the end. The 
pnalaprapti in Varadambika-parinaya is the installation of 
cinavenkatadri as 'yuvaraja'. 
33, Cited by Krishna Aiyangar, introduction to Acyutai^yabhyudaya, 
pp.26. 27. 
muktatulapurusam danam srisarasacyuta-ksitipatih 
kancipurabhyantafe/ Mukt'atulapurusadana vidhau 
vikirnan muktamanin samadhikam varadmbikayah / 
dan'arabu^raparital?rayath samctya ratnakaratvam 
abhaial evanakaro pi/ Kancy am sricikaventadrimanina » • ? 
dane tulabharake sapramtyaracite dvijah samabhavann 
arthitva-bharakulah / 
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Chapter IV, 
State and Society in the Varadambi3ca-Parinaya 
It has been shown in the previous chapter that Tir\imalainb¥ 
takes great liberties with the chronology. It has also been 
stated that her aim is not that of a modern historian, namely 
to present a realistic and objective picture of her times. On 
the contrary, her aim was to write a kavya, which has its own 
internal logic and its own conventions. 
Therefore one will not to find an objective account of the 
State and Society of her times in the Varadarobika-parinaya. 
The treatment here is not discriptive but rather prescriptive. 
That is to say, Tixuinalomba presents an idealistic picture of 
the society and not a realistic one. Even so it will be worth-
while to investigate the ideals which the poetic convention 
demands, 
A, STATE 
King Nrsimha 
Tirumalarflba starts hsr ceinpu with a short list of famous 
Aino- t)^  the lunar dynastyo Following are the namGS given by 
the poet- Moon, Budha, Pui-ilravas, Ayu^ Nahusa, Yayoti, Turvasu, 
after long time in the same dynasty Timmc, Isvara and Nrsimha 
bec::5r:o kings! The came list also given in inscriptions, for 
^ 2 
exaraplo in Acyutaraya's Unemanjari plates. The same list of 
rulers of Vijayanagara was given by her contemporary and later 
of Telug-a and Sanskrit languages, such as Allasani Peddana 3 (1470-1540 AoD.) in his Telugu Manucaritramu, " Nandi Tirrjnana 
1. VP. pp. r.-8, 2, fipiqraphia Indica. 3. (1894-95)pp, 151-152, 
3. Allasani Peddana, Manucaritramu. I, 7-'5. 
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(16 centurr) in his Teiugu Pari fatapaha'ranarou? Rajanatha Dindiroa 
(16 century) a court poet of Acyutar"aya, in his SansTcrit 
Ac^/utarayabhyudaya^ These poets glorified Narasimha, father of 
Acyutaraya and Krsnadevareya. Tininjalaraba also praised Nrsimha's 
heroic deeds in long descriptions. She depicts Nrsimha as a 
great warrior, and a great hero, Hs was very generous in giving 
gifts, and he was untiring in bsstov?ing large gifts of gold^ 
Divineness of Kings, 
Sanskrit texts on Rajaniti such as Manudharmasastra tell 
us that kings have sonns divineneso. Following this belief, the 
» poet comparss Nrsimha to gods like ICrsna, Siva, Cupid, Moon, • I • a • 
Sun, end also to sonio great hsros GKd kings such as Ehisma, 
Janaka^ Yudhistix-a, Bhirna, ArlmiG, Vikraraarka, Virasena(father 
• f " 
J 
of Nala), Prthu etci ISct only this^ Lahsmi resided in his eyes 
g and Sa rasvati on his tosgue, and he was devoted to truth. 
4, Nandi Timmana, Per 1 j a t a c ^ i h y , lo 7-16, 
5, Rajanatha Dindirrin,, i2-27., 52, 53, 
6« VPo verse 12. Ssc ca-pt'jr III, 
7, V"?.. pp. 16-19, 
8. Ibid , pp 15-.1&: 
vikac'Hravinda-bcndhuv:;:: 'Vilocciia-viharGdindirah 
satyH'nusakta- •ra.cr.n'S''- •cr.tvare-v.'' hriri caradah. 
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Showing the divineness of the king, the poet says that the 
earth is much pleased with his heroism and proclaims herself 
9 10 as his queen. His: valour was as bright, as; the Sunt". By his 
radiance he illuminated his Capital Vidyapuri!'^ 
After the victory over the Cola king, king Nrsirriha a real 
* » 
occaan of compassion, at once stopped his brave army from conti-
nuing the fight. It was a natural act for him because the inborn 
12 quality of the good is graciousness and not anger. 
He is also compaeeinate and forgiving. He took pity on 
Xing Mahavira and installed him once again as the king of 
; — , 13 __ 
cJri.Tnngapattana; He also took pity on Sxiratrana and released 
him^'' He showed great faith in following Hindu dharma. He 
pc -foiled all rituals directed by the royal-priest. He was 
very generous in giving money and gold to brahmins as well as 
to temples. 
y,, VPo verse 13: 
. yasyc 
— t: t ^ sandra-provhaccta-csndr'citah pGycdhih / 
mahyah pradlTansmahic i~oada«»v~vaduk£m • I " • 
c"3mikarankitoni ivarnfo-ircm ababliSss // 
lOo Ibid, verse 17, 
11, Ibid, verse ID: 
vidyepurirn virc^ -'c.h Dvcdhcran:-^  " » * 
'/ye-dyotiiQ vyeptajegatc^iravr/xr-h // 
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After his victories over Cola Maruva, Madhura, he visited 
Ramesvaram and worshiped God Ramesvara with numerous land grants, 
'navaratna' necklaces, large quantities of gold, and also flowers 
in the form of verses of praise. The brahmins were pleased by 
the many valuable gifts given by the king and gave powerful 
blessings to hira]"^  
He worshiped GokarnanScha, There he offered numerous gifts 
such as 'tulapurusa* etc» Praising his genrocity, the poet says 
that he gained a little in the battla yet he gave much in gifts 
to the brahiT.insJ^ 
Thus the poet iLIr.::-rates KrsiTina as an ideal king who up-
holds dhr.rma, beca'.:.j i he has an e?.c.T«eat of devinenee in him. 
12. VP„ verss 473 
grohil:cn:atre yudhi colabhupe 
rpcni-diiih Isri naresimhr.devah / 
sa tcva nYcnaahat sojr.nfat savasenaisj < » 
satciri ;p .-cscrlr.h crJr-jov.rosali // 
12., r.b;.d, pp« 81, 
Ib.'ld, verz^ 53, co.. chapter XII« 
15, Ibid, versa 49^ sec chapter IIIo 
16f, Ibid, verse 52s 
teiie tVi? curunadcrjar;u::"v?-rn 
tCRcha riJ::.V:';;.dh cC-.nj^ ti^ -n / 
srjTikhyc fch'^Vin yd-? cof. .'r - - - - - 0 . 
sa stAillr.]-;-V h.l vzli - // 
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War-fare 
At that time the Vijayanagara array had three divisions, 
describing the army of Nrsin^a, the poet says that he had slow 
17 moving elephants, swift-running horses, and numerous foot-soldiers. 
The same three fold army was mentioned by Gahgadevi in her 
Hadhuravijaya. In war they used swords, arrows and bows, mallets, 
19 
discuses and spears. Various kinds of war-drums are mentioned 
such as bheri, pataha, kahala, mardala, "anaddha, dhakka, muraja, 
hudukka, venu, mrdahga, srnga and damaru^® The kings of different 
regions and d5T.asties had their own emblems and flags. The seal 
of Vijayanagara kings had the figure of boar(Varaha). In 
Varadambika-parinaya, Tirumalamba does not mention the emblem 
« y •• on the flag. She simply says flags(dhajah), 
The'^St narrates Nrsii^a's conquests on different king-
doms. The war between the Cola king and Nrsiinha, siege of 
rangapattana, capture of forts, capture of Suratrana and his . . . ^ 
release were described in a powerful way. In the battle field 
17. VP. p. 46: 
mandasindhura-javanasaindhava-vivldha^d'ata-pahkti / 
18. Gahgadevi, Madhuravijaya. IV. 7. 
19. VP. 58, 59, 80. 
20. Ibid, p. 53. 
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the two armies used to fight with the respectiveforces only. 
Host probably the king mounted on a huge elephant and arrived 
in the battle field to fight with the enemy, Nrsir^a did the 
21 same. 
For protection against the enemies, the rulers used to 
build strong forts on hill tops. King Nrsimha captures Duma)a5ra 
22 — and other big forts. He also capturea Suratrana hiding in the 
— 23 Manavauurga, then released him with pity. Here the poet did 
not give any information about how they captured those forts, 
while Gangadevi in her ^^dhuravijaya gives a detailed account 
24 
about capturing forts. The kings had great skill in sword 
fighting. 
Tirximalambl draws the pictvre of the fearful battle field 
in a powerful way. The battle between the Cola king and 
Nrsin^a was described in a detailed manner. The poet is success-
ful in presenting every minute incident, the terrible sounds 
of war-drums, the rising dust of the battlefield, the fearsome 
21,VP. verse 42: 
aruhya svsyam api hastinam mah'antam,., 
22, Ibid, p, 82: 
durmEirnCx/cii laahadurgajalam salilam agrahit, 
23, Ibid, vo- o© 53, 
24, Gangadevi, sarga. 
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fights between elephants, horses, foot-soldiers etc. in a colour-
ful way. In her scholarly, beautiful prose presentation, the 
reader forgets all other things and feels a great joy while 
reading those descriptions. The poet describes the war-field 
25 as the sports field of elephants. The emphasis on elephant 
fights show that Vijayanagara kings had large and powerful army 
2 6 of elephants. 
At some places the poet glorifies the enemy's good qualities, 
and bravery. Entering in the Cola country Nrsimha praises his 
27 foe and his kingdom. The Cola king was equal to Nrsit^a in 
heroism. He was like Jalandhara or Ravana where as Nrsin^ha • 1 > 
3 — 28 was compared to Siva end R£;rsa„ These two fight a du-ol with 
excessivG wrath in them^ and eager to claim victory, or to sa« 
29 
curs superiority over the other. The elephants of the two 
kings, with their bells ringing presented a fine pictura of 
the progress of the fierce fight^® The capture of Cola king 31 was compared with the setting of the Sun. 
25. VP, varse 37: 
vipaksa /akso nihitaika padair 
sircmsi duram caranentarena / t • • » 
samutksipadbhih sarQycr.i gajendraih • t » • 
krta-jE kirn kanduKakhclar-oni // 
26. Her as. The Aravidu Dynasty of Vi'^ avanan-'.-^ r ^  p»2, 
27. VP, verse 18, 19. 
28. Ibid, p. 67. 
29. Ibid, verse 43. 
30. Ibid, ,verse 44, 
31. Ibid, pp. 68, 69. 
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B, Society 
Caste system 
Tirumalambi gives importance only to the upper castes, the 
brahmins and ksatriyas. These two classes always played a major 
role in the society. One of the major duties of the king was 
to encourage t h e activities of the brahmanas, who preserved the 
Hindu Dharma for a long time, and to protect and hanour them. 
According to Dharmasastra the performance of sacrifices for 
themselves and for society is the first duty of a Brahmana, 
During the Vijayanagara period even in Acyutaraya's reign 
Brahmins got a very respectable position in the society. They 
were respected by all the other three castes. The Rajapurohita 
performs all the royal cerimonies under his guidence. In 
Varadambika-parigaya the priest himself chooses the wife for 
Nrsimha, He gathered all the details about the princess 
— ~ 32 
Ombamamba, The purohita performs the necessary rituals from 
time to time for the welfare of the king. For example he per-
forms the Pumsavana, Jatakarma, and naiuakarana etc, at appro-33 — 
priate time. The brahmins used to give their blessings before • 
the king's departure for military expedition. During Nrsimha's 
and Acyuta's time the position of the Brahmins was quite com-
fortable and peaceful. 
Most probably the ruling class always belonged to the 
ksatriya caste. So the hero of this campu Acyuta was also a 
ksatriya from lunar race. He was dipicted as dhiralalita nayaka. 
32, VP. p. 86, 
32, Ibid, p, 90 verse 67, 
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/ -- 34 As Srldhara Babu says , the support and encouragement of 
Brahmans is an important duty of the king. The king took advan-
tage of auspicious and happy occasions, like the birth of a 
heir-appearant, cornation, the victories over •ther countries 
35 etc, for making gifts, danas. 
Giving a long detailed account of these danas by king 
^a^^and Acyuta, the poet ( 
as protectors of Hindu-Dharma« 
Nrsimha^ depicts the Vijayanagara kings 
One of the major danas is called tulapurusadana. The king 
sits in one pan of the balance and weighs himself against geld, 
silver or coins and distributes these among brahmins. Vijaya-
37 
nagara kings performed this type of aana frequently, 
Tinimaraml5a says that Nrsimha performed this dana* Acyuta also 
performed many times muktaturap.urusad'ana, that is he weighed 
« 
himself against pearls, but these were not mentioned by 
Tirumaiamb^, R^janlitha in his Acyutarayabhyudaya gives a de-
tailed account of these danas by Acyuta, Inscriptions also 
describe the gifts. 
The poet does not mention any other castes. Yet she 
introduces ministers, Kanchukis(p.105), bards(p,117), jester 
(verse 98, 107), purandhrih, sairandhri(p.145), maid servants, 
/ _ _ 
gardenkeepers(p.154),krisivalabalika(p.26), salikabalikaCp.31), 
catulavatu(p.32), 
34,. D.Sridhara Babu, Kinqsi-^ ip; State and Religion in South India, 
p.78, 
35. Ibid, p, 78, 
37 36. VP, verse 49, 52 etc. 2a. Ibid, verse 52. 
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Cities 
In Varadambika~parinaya« the poet mentions the Vijayanagara 
» 
Capital as vidyapuri(15, 55 verses). Giving a short description 
about the capital, the author says Vidyapuri was encircled by 
river Tungabhadra, Tae city was surrounded by beautiful gardens, 
lakes, and high white palaces. Those palaces have banners with 
Indra gems, spreading the light all around. Lines of smoke . 
rise up from the lattice-windows of its highpalaces(pp. 84, 85). 
38 After his victory N*rsimha enters his capital, 
• • 
Tirumalamba does not describe other cities. She mentions 
briefly Madhura and Ramesvaram?^ Srirangapattana was described 
— 40 
as surrounded by the river Kaveri, 
Temples 
According to the Varadambika-parinaya, the temples were 
« 
in flourishing condition at that time. In the description of 
Tundiradesa the poet says there were thrice daily worships 
in the temples, and the music accompanying the dances filled 
the quarters. The gods readily granted the desires of the 41 devotees and eliminate their sins. 
38. VP. p. 71s _ — _ 
pravivesa tadanim eva tacfyarajadh'anim 
39. Ibid, p.71, 
40. Ibid, p. 80. 
Ibid, p. 33: 
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During his expeditions king Nrsimha worshiped God 
Raines vara and adored him with numerous gifts such as land grants, 
pearl-necklaces, large quantities of goldf^ He alsoworships 
God Gokarna and offered plenty of gifts to brahmins. 
The above two examples show that Vijayanagara kings were 
all faithful devotees of Hindudharma and gods. They gave a 
large quantity of gold and lands for the development of temples 
as endowments. 
Lord Venkatesvara of Tirumal® is the favourate God of 
Acyuta, Tixruroalamba also concludes her campu by invoking his 
43 
blessings on Acyuta, his queen and son. Yet it is surprising 
that Tirumalamba does not describe this temple in her work. 
durikrta-durita-graha-nSna-grahna samsmarana-matra-
pratistahbhistaphala-devatalaya-kalatraya-pravrttanrttaj^hbha-
jrxunhita-mardala-nidhv^na-patu-patalia-turyarava puryamana-
haridantaran. 
42. VP. verse 49. 
43. Ibid, verse 170; 
atyadaradatyuta devarayam 
varenyasi£imp varadambikam ca / 
sreyonidhanam cinavenkatadrim 
sri venkatesa scirakal^avyai^// 
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W®men 
The study of Varadambika^parinaya brings out much informa-
tion about the people, society and their culture in the early 
sixteenth century A.D, Especially interesting is the informa-
mation about women at that time. The women are said to be beauti-
ful with their lotus-like faces and eyes. They have beautiful 
red lips and thick black curly hair. They walk gracefully 
(p.161), They used to wear silk petty-coats and sarees(pp.147, 
169), They were skilled in swimming (p,116), music and dance 
etc.(pp, 143, 147). 
The women used to decorate their bodies with jewelled 
girdles, jewelled anklets(manivalaya, pp.157, 160), pear neck-
laces, bright nose pearls (nas'amauktika p, 157) etc. These were 
some of the ornaments worn by the ladies of Tirximalamb'a• s time. 
Make up 
(K 
They used musk paste for fragrance (mrgraadalepaparimalakarit ' 
p, 156), They decorated their faces with saffron(kuhkuma-
patravalli samullasita mukharagabhih p,156). They used to de-
corate their foreheads with different types of tilakas made 
with ooffrpn. Their nails were also shining with radient 
brilliance(verse 142). They have long curly hair. They used 
45 
to beautify their eyes with collyriumT They have beautiful 
teeth(verse 141), Their luxuriant hair was perfumed with numerous 
44, VP.p. 160, 45. Ibid, p. 161, 168. 
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flowers!^ They used to wear flower garlands. They used jewelled 
mirrors (manidarpana p. 127), they used to perfxime the kesara 
47 flower juice with camphor powder. 
They were experts in swiraraing, kamasastra^ dance, music 
and dexterous in making beautiful flower garlands(pp. 127, 128; 
The author elucidates the expertise of Varadambika in playing 
Vina, dance, and tutoring the parrot (p,143), 
Tamalika, Madhavika, Kapalika, Manjarika, Lilavati, 
Kusumavati etc, were the names of women given by Tirtimalaraba 
(pp, 127, 128), It appears that here Tirumalamlaa is following 
Subandhu, In reality in those days Tirumalaroba, Obainamba, 
Nagaraba, Tippamba, Varadambika etc, were the usual names of 
women in the southren part of India, 
Tirumalamb'a does not ignore to write about common people. 
She narrates that common farmer girls (krsivalalsalika, salika 
iTalika p, 31) used to guard the rice fields, they used to give 
sweet, cold and' fragranted water to the thirsty travellers 
during summer, 
46. VP, p, 164: 
vividha kusuma kesara surabhi keiaj^sam, 
47, Ibid, p, 127^ 
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Prominent Customs. 
Some South Indian customs can be seen in Varadambika-parinaya, 
To get a suitable good husband they used to practice a vow. 
So varadambika also practices the vow. She went to Katyayani's 
temple. Like Parvati, she worshiped the goddesst® In royal 
49 families the girls used to worship their tutelary deities. 
On special occasions like royal marriages or festivals, 
people used to decorate the front yards of their houses using 
pearls for rangavalli. Now it became a famous proverb in 
Andhradesa as mutyala muqqulu (mauktika ranqavallikSrvXp, 147), 
They decorate their houses with festoons of leaves(p.147), 
It is still a prevailing custom in South India to bless 
the young by sprinkling rice mixed wtth termeric powder, 
rne same tradition was mentioned by Tir\imarainDa also(p, 153). 
To worship goddess Gowri the preperation made by the beau-
tiful maidens of Varadaunbika are like the following (pp. 127, 
128) I 
A festoon was prepared with garlands of tender leaves of 
tamala trees. Multy coulred tender flower-garlands were inter-
woven with fresh lotuses. They prepared beutiful necklaces 
or Jasmine buds by studding in it the central gem of a red-
lotus-bud. The golden altars soiled with floral juice and 
48.VP. p. 127. 
49. Ibid, p, 143. 
49 
pollen were cleaned with a broom made of the filaments of the 
•sirTsa tree. The altar was prepared with the pollen of red I 
lotuses and covered with small lotuses. They used to besnrear 
the jewelled mirrors with a mass of the pollen lotuses. The 
ke4ara flower juice was perfumed by powdered c%nphor,. 
In hot summer days the bright eyed girls with their lotus 
like hands were seated in the beautiful water-sheds, made of 
thick roots of khus and allevated the travellers thirst by 
offering them cold water with the strong fragrance of cardamaom, 
clove, sffron, camphor and musk. 
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Chajiter V. 
on The Struoture ha4 History Of CasEqpu' • 
Tirxxmalanba * s i»*em Var«<and»ika»agi^aya l»el»ntg t« a class 
•£ p««try calle«l Camyi. as stated lij TiruMlanlia herself at the 
eiMi ef the 9»«em. Dai^ln is the first trriter en Sanskrit ^etics, 
te define Camtiu as a eenbinatien ef press and verse* eaATaeadya-
-- - _ — 2 mavi kaoit caaeur ity aMaiihivate. Ofceorse a mixture ef prese 
and verse existed frem the verf earliest times« startittf fraa 
the Veda. In Krsna Yalurveda's Taittriya. Maitravanl and 
Kathasaahitas ene can see a mixture ef prese and verse. In the » » 
Atharvaveda alse nearly ene sixth part is in prese« Afain such 
mixture ecours in Oi^khi^as e£ Brah«anas« £er example* the 
Hariscandre^akhv^a in the 33rd %dy«ya ef the Aitareya Brahaana, 
4 
Such mixture ef prese and verse can l»e feund in the UeanisaAs * 
Buddhist %irritinfs sueh as Jatakas* Avadanasatakasand in 
1« VP. Celephen* p* 180t 
TiruaalanlMiya nirmitafi varadaiBkikaparinayannaaRa 
campukavyam acandratararkam akhivardhataa. 
2. Kavyidarsa. Z. 31.(See alse Sahityadarpana. VS. 336.)t 
a. ^ „ — fadyapadyaaaym kavyam campur ity aMiidhiyate* 
Fer bhe histery ef campu* see Chavinatha Tripathi* Cam]^ Kayya 
ka alecanatraaka evam aitihasika adhyayan.( henceferth abteeviated 
as Trip'a^i.) 
3. T r i ^ ^ i , p. 57. 
4. Ibid, p. 59. 
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Aryasuri's J^atakamala of the 3rd century A.D.^ and finally in 
didactic worKs like Pancatantra and Hitopadesa. This mixed 
style appears also in inscriptions like Rudradaman• s Gimar 
inscription(ca 150 A.D.) and Samudragupta•s Prayagaprasasti 
Cca 350 A.D.) 
However, there is a fundamental difference between a mere 
mixture of prose and verse on the one hand and the campu kavya 
on the other. In vedic akhyanas prose sences are just connect-
ing links between more important verses. In pali Jatakas and 
in fables, verse supplies the moral maxim or functions as a 
summary. Thus in these writings, as also in drama the verse 
is reserved " for an important idea, a poetic description, 
an impressive speech, a pointed moral or a sentimen4l outburftf" 
But in a campu no such distinction takes place, here both 
prose and verse are equally important, and have approximately 
the same proportion. Secondly, the prose used in campu is 
often highly ornate, full of long compounds and double mean-
ings, like the prose in Subandhu's Vasavadatta and Sana's 
Kadambarl, 
In fact, campu seems to be "an offshoot of the katha". 
Oral recitation of Katha, entirely in prose become monotonous 
after some.time. Therefore verses were added inbetween to 
provide variety to the oral recitation, 
5, Ibid, p, 65, 
6, S.K. De, History of Sanskrit Literature, pp. 43 3-434. 
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Trivikrama« the «uth«r •f the HulaewwS, whleh Is the earliest 
•veilebie cenqim* sees elese relatien lietwee« th« katHe aa4 eaaqiu. 
At the iMyiniof ef his Halaea—M he gives Aifinitieas ef beth 
katha an< eanwtt. AccecdLiaf %e him ^atHa ist 
saaafata sursarthena rai^a nervicirasrayi/ 
- - , ^ _ 7 
nan4a»e4yanaai«laeTa sTasthair alelcfatam katha // 
There is ae deulit that here he is imitatinf B«ia*s 4efinitien 
^ regards eai{q»« Trivikrama states thati 
aAattanayakepeta fu^avaS v^taBtaktaka* / ^ 
caapis ca haraya^is ea keaa kriyate h i ^ // 
Aecer^nfly, the Caaea sheulA have a here ef the uAtta 
type an4 it sheal^ ceataia verses (vrtta) ane prese seateaees 
(nmktaka) beth endewe4 with ftu^ as like ejas» siailhurya^  prasada* 
etc. Just as a aeclace censists e£ rettn*(vrtta) wearls(muktaka) 
» 
striageA teeether(euaavat) anA a aremiaeat(aAatta) aeatral fen 
(navaka)« These twe staasas ef Trivkraata are net exactly de-
finitieas kat rather Aescriptieas aaA threufh these Aeseriptieas« 
he suftesta that Cami^ is elesely relateA te Katha* 
In this centext# SieffrieA Lienhard says that " ealy whea 
the aeeA was felt te fini a aew aai aere Aiffieult f e m ef Ica^a* 
peetry te Aevelep a^  aew style^CamjS ia which beth peetry ao& 
prese centhiaeA te preface a hanseaic aad balanced whele,**^^ 
Halacaaata^ I* 24, 
8, Kadandiari^ KathamMkha. 8, 9« 
Nalacam»tt» sleka X* 25. 
10. A Histery of Indian Literature. Vel. III.I; A History of 
Classical Peetry* p. 266. 
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Scholars are of the opinion that the ca.r.pu form developed 
in South India* where there is a long and continuous tradition 
of oral recitation of Sanskrit poems. Even today popular pre-
sentations like Harikatha in Andhra Pradesh, Yaksaqana in 
Xndhra Pradesh and Karnataka, Kuttu in Kerala contain oral 
• , • 
recitations in prose and versed^ 
Moreover, the word campxT itslef appears to be a Dravidian 
word, meaning that which combines, i.e. it combines prose and 
verse. 
Some scholars tried to define campvT, Haridasa Bhattacarya 
explains: 
camatkrtya punati sahrdayan vismitikrtya 
— — 12 prasadayati iti campxih // 
According to him campu means, it must be camatkara pradhana 
and enjoyed by sahrdayas. 
Some scholars differ. They say that the word "campu" 
is not a Sanskrit word but a Dravidian word. In Kannada and 
Tulu, 'sampu' means mixture and beautiful. Campu is another 
form of sampu. The beautiful mixture of prose and verse most 
probably became famous as CampTT in Sanskrit^^ 
11. K.Kunjumani Raja, The Contribution of Kerala to Sanskrit 
Literature, p. 236; A.K.harder, Indian Kavya Literature, 
Vol. I. pp. 185-187. 
12. Muaiganti Gopal Re-ldy and Sujata RedJy, Sanskrit Sahitya 
Caritra(Telugu), p. 724. 
13. Ibid, p. 724. 
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In fact in all the four Dravidian languages there are many 
compositions containing a mixture of prose and verse. A brief 
survey of such poems is presented below; 
It is generally accepted that Ilango Adigal's feilappadikaram 
(2nd century A.D.) is the first Tamil work written in campu stylej^ 
The first Telugu work, viz. Nannaya's translation of the 
Mahabliarata (11th century) though in verse contains occasional 
prose passages called qadyas. But between the fifteenth century 
and the seventeenth century a large number of regular campu 
kavyas were written in Telugu based on puranic themes. To name 
some; - . 
/ — . « 1. Bhairava kavi 1410-1460 A.D, Sri Rangajnahatmyamu 
2. Annaya 1428-1506 A.D. Venkatacalamahatmyamu 
3. Pillamarri pinavirana 1450-1500 A.D, Sakuntalaparinayamu 
4. krl Krsnadevaraya 1509-1530 A.D, Madalasacaritra, 
• • • 
SatyavadHupredanam 
5. Madayagari Mallana 1570- A.D. Astamahlsimal^tmyam 
6, Kumara Dhurjati 1550-1580 A,D, Indumati vivahamu^ 
•7, Tenall Annaya 1580 A,D, Sudaksinaparinayamu^^ 
These works are nearer to the structure of Sanskrit campiT 
kavyas. In Kannada also, there are nearly eleven poets who 
contributed campukavyas between lOth and 12th centuries. 
14, Trlpathl, p, 82, 
15, Ibid, p. 95, 
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However# in Malayaiam one finds the largest nximber of campu 
kavyas. Out of 245 campu k^vyas known to exist 200 campus v/ere 
written in only Malayaiam, This clearly shows the fondness of 
campu kavyas among Malayalees. From the 10th century to the 
15th century many carapu kavyas were written in this region. 
These,were written in the Manipravala style. Unniyacchicaritam, 
Unni*^ .1 ...Z^vlcctritam, and Unni^ti-caritam are the famous 
and the early campu kavyas of Malayaiam language^"® 
It has already been stated that Dandin was the first writer 
to define campu. Dandin who flourished in South India in the 
7th century must be familiar with some writings in campu style 
either in Sanskrit or in Tamil, 
The most beautiful definition of campu was given by Bhoja 
in his Campu Ramayana. He says that the mixture of prose and 
verse is pleasing like vocal music accompanied by instrumental 
music. 
gadyanudijajldha-ra^isrita-padyasuktih 
hrdyapi vadyakalaya kaliteva bhati / • < 
tasmad dadhatu kavimargajusam sukhaya 
campuprabam dharacan^ rasana madiya 
0 
In difining campu Hemacandra states that it should be 
divided into ankas or ucchvasa. ' _ . 
gadya padyama^ sanka so cchvas'^kavi gumpbita" / 
^ _ _ j^g ukti-pratyukti-viskmbha-sunya campur udahrta // 
» ' t 
16. K. 3haskVan Nayar, Maleyaloi'^ihitvka' lti)Tasa, p. 14. 
17. Reddy, p. 721. 
18. Ibid, p. 725, Kavyanusasantu8/9, 
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With the help of all these definitions on campu we can say 
that in compu k^vya there must be an alternating chain of prose 
and verse. It must be devided into parts called anka,uchvasa, 
"asvasa, ullasa, kanda, tarahga, sarga, viliTsa, larjODaka, kallola, 
19 ' — manoratha, bindu, pariccheda. However, there are some campus 
which are not divided into parts. 
The plot of the campu may be chosen from puranas* or it 
can'.be about historical kings, or patrons or religious leaders 
or any piligrimages, wedding of gods,etc. However, the actual 
story is normally small which is interspersed by innxiiaerable 
descriptions as in the Mahakavyas. 
As in the Mah"akavyas, the cam^ poets also choose vira, 
4rn2ara, santa rasas as the predominent rasas. They also 
use the descriptions of cities, mountains, seasons, evening, 
flower plucking, etc. They concentrate jnore on descriptions 
than story. If we study carefully we can see the influence of 
Bharavi and ^riharsa on their verses and the influence of 
Subandhu, Bana and Dandi's prose style In their prose, Campu 
poets mostly follow Vaidarbhi riti in their verses and pancali 
and gaudi riti in their prose portions. Its style is very 
elaborate and artificial. 
The first available Sanskrit campu is Trivikramabhatta*s 
NalacampuQlS A,D,). He also composed the Nausari inscription 
of Rastrakuta king Indra III in 915 The Nafeampu is in 
19, Ibid, p. 726, 
20. S.N.Dasgupta, History of Sanskrit Literature, p,435. 
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seven uchvisas. He also wrote Madalasa campu. Trivikrama .s 
beautiful descriptions about South India and the beautiful 
banks of Godavari clearly show that he was from South India, 
The other writer known to us is Soraaprabhasuri(lOth century 
A.D,), who wrote Yasastilaka gampu. He was a. famous di^bara 
jain poet. He was a court poet of Rast^akuta king Krsna^ 
Yasastilakacam^ is in eight'asvasas. 
HaricandradOth century), also a Jaina, wrote the 
Jivandhara cam^^ in eleven 'larnhakas'. It was the story of a 
jaina muni Jivandhara, Haricandra was the author of 
Dharma»sarmabhi^aya also?^ This Jivandhara campTT is based on 
Gunabhadra's Uttara purana. 
Poet Soddhaladl century) wrote Udayasundarikatha in cam^ 
style. He was a court poet of Calukya Vat^a4^of Latades^. 
Bhoja, king of Dhara and the author of innxiraerable books, 
wrote the Ramayana campu. He wrote only upto Sundarakanda, 
• ^^^mmmmmm^^mm i i ^ ^ .. 
later it was completed by Lakpmanasuri, most probably in the 
16th century, Bhlirata campu "filaka was also written by him^^ 
Abhinava Kalidaso-wrote snaqavata campu (most probably 
15th century), In 15 th century his student Kavi Kunjara 
wrot.e Ralasekhara caritra. Rajasekhara was the son of 
Praudhadevar"aya, king of Vijayanagara(14446-1455 A.D.), 
21, Ibid, p, 437, 23. Tripathi. p.lOS. 
22. Reddy, p. 735. 
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Rajarlatha Dindima, a court poet of Acyntaraya, and author 
of Acyutara^hvudaya wrote also the Bhaqavata-campu^^ Cidambara r\ 
kavi, a coxiTt poet of Vijayanagara king Venkataraya(q586-1640) 
wrote Bhaqavata-campu^In three stabakas. 
Like the Ramayana, Mahabharata and Bhagavata, the puranas 
became sources for creating cam^s. Some of these are as follows! 
Kesavabhatta, son of Narayana, wrote the Nrsimha carn^ in six 
25 ^ * aX^ stavakas in 1684 A.D. Daivajnasurya(1541 A.D.) alfta wrote 
_ 26 ' Nrsimha campu in five ucchvasas. Sesakrsna(16th century) 
wrote Parijataharana-campu by the order of king Narottaraa of 
27 Benaras. 
Nilakantha Dikstita (1637 A.D.) wrote Nilakantthavijaya 
campu in five asvasas. He was the court poet of Tirumala 
Nayaka, king of Madhura. 
Venkatadhvari(1637 A.D.) was a contemporary and friend of 
Nilakantha Diksita, He composed four can^u kavyas, 
1.Varad'abhyudaya-campu^ 2. Uttara-campu> 3. Srinivasa-campu, 
and 4. Visvaqunadarsa-campu. Among these foxir, the last one 
became very famous because it differs from other campus. It 
is a pleasant satirical conversation between two Gandharvas, 
Visvavasu and Krsanu, who take a bird*s-eye-view of various 
countries from their aerial' car. 
24. Reddy, p. 746. 25. Ibid, p. 751, 26. Ibid, p. 747. 
27. Tripathi, p, 151, 
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Samaraapungava Diksitci(16th century) composed 
Tirthayatra'-prabandha-campli in nine asvasas, it describes vari-
ous places of piligrimage in South and North India. He also 
— - - / _ / wrote Ananda-catnpu in eight asvasas on the devotees of Saiva 
cult. 
Narayanabliatta( 1560-1666 A.D.), famous poet and scholar 
of Kerala, composed many c a m ^ kavyas such as: 
1.Pancalisvayamvara-campu 
2, Svahasudhakara-campu 
3. Mastyavatara-campu 
4, Rajasuya prabandha-cam]^ 
fi. Kotiviraha-campu 
_ 28 6.Nrgamoksa-camu. 
Kuciraanci Timmakavi(1778-1828 A.D.) wrote in Sanskrit 
Sujanaroanahkumudacandrika. He was a great poet in Telugu Iss 
0 
language also. He was a court poet of Nitadriraya of Pit^apuLrera. 
These are some of the 246 campus listed by Chavinatha 
TripHthi in his scholarly book Campu kavya Alocanatmaka evam 
aitit^sika Adhyayan (p. 272), He classifies them into 12 
categories on the basis of their sources, 
1, Based on Raniiyana ... 36, 
2, Mafiabharata..,, 27 
3, Bhagavata 45 
/ _ 
4, Sivapurana,,,, 18 
5, Other purHnas,,, 23 
6, Jaina PuxFinas 6 
28, Reddy, p, 748, 
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7. Historical themes....48 
8. Yatra prabandhas 10 
9. Stanika puranas 25 
10. Imaginary. 05 
11. Philosophical 02 
12. Miscilleneous.. 03 ^^ 
It is noteworthy that majority of these campus were composed 
in South India during 16-18th centuries, especially at the court 
of Vijayanagara kingdom, at Tanjore of Nayaka kings and in Kerala. 
Also several campus were written in regional languages in 
south India, Compared with this, the contribution of North 
India is rather small. The few examples are as follow: 
The Reva king Visvanathasii|^a himself composed two campus. 
Other kings Virabhadradeva of Rei^, Virasimhadeva of Oracha", 
Cetasimha of Benaras also encouraged scholars to write campu 
30 kavyas. 
Of all these campus Tirumalamba•s Varadambil^-parinaya 
• 
has a special place. It is perhaps the only campu kavya 
written bya woman. The hero of this campu was no distant 
person but her own lover and king Acyuta(1525-1542 A,D,), 
Therefore she presents history from a woman's point of view. 
It is relatively a small campu, not divided into any 
sections. The prose is interspersed with 174 well crafted 
verses. In the following chapter the literary excellances of 
this carapiT will be discussed. 
29, Tripathi, p. 246, I 
3D, Ibid, p. 275, 
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Chapter VI, 
Literary Evaluation of the Variidambika-Parinaya 
Unlike Gahga Devi, another w©man poet-from the Vijayanagara 
empire, who begins her poem Madhuravijaya with invocation praise 
of good poets and censure of bad poets, and more importantly 
pra^astis of several previous poets]" TirumalamtJa begins her 
Varadambika-parinaya directly with the story without any pre-
liminaries. She describes the lunar dynasty of Acyuta, start-
ing with the Moon himself. This can be called Vastunirdel^ 
type of raahgaiacaranfli/. Significantly enough the very first 
letter she uses is 'a', said to be an auspicious letter. 
Contents of the Poem 
In this campu the poet gives various description. She 
starts her historical and romantic campiT with a detailed des-
criptionof the lunar dynasty to which the hero of her poem 
king Acyutaraya belongs. The dynasty commnces with the Moon 
God, followed by Budha, Pui^^as, Ayus, Nahusa, Yayati and 
Turvasu. In this race was born Timma, his son J^vara, and 
grand son Nrsimha, The poet gave more importance to king 
Nrsimha(father of the hero Acyutaraya), his kingdom and to • « 
his rule. The march of concj^est by Nrsimha contains the des-
cription of Tundirades^the Cola country, the beautiful and 
the minute description of the river Kaveri, the Cola king, 
his preparation and march for 
the battle, the description of 
warriors, the sound of kettle-drums, the dust raised by the 
armies, the battle field, the arms of warriors, the battle, 
1 M.3ala, The t4adhur"avijaya of Gan^ Devi: A Study, C dissertation) 
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Rrsimha's attack, and victory •ver Cola king, description of I » - / — / the occean and the Ramesvara bridge, worship of God Raaesvara, 
seige of Rangapattana, capture of various forts, capture and 
release of Suratrana, description of the Capital Vidyapuri etc. 
After this digvijayayatra, Nrsin^a marries the princess 
OnibamaiQlM, who gives birth to Acyuta, Then follows a descrip> 
tion of Acyuta*s physical beauty and his education. After the 
death of his father, he is proclaimed the king. Then comes 
the main theme, viz, Acyuta meeting VaradSabika, their mutual 
love and marriage. 
In coiirse of time Varadambi)» gives birth to cinavenkat^dri. 
After a brief description of his childhood, the poem concludes 
with his installation of as yuvaraja. About half of the poem 
is devoted to the heroic deeds of Nfsimha, the father of the 
hero Acyuta, In the second half is depicted Acyuta *s marriage 
and the installation of his son as Yuvafaja. 
Language Style and Metres 
TirumalamlM wroto this kavya in the form of a cam^m. In 
a campu, prose and verse be harmoniously blended together; 
meither of which can have predominance. The verses are con^sed 
in pancali style and the prose portion follows the Gaudi Riti. 
TirumalamlM displays all her scholarship and skill in 
using a .large number of metres in her poem. In 174 verses 
she uses 25 types of metres. They ara'Arya^ Anustup, Indravajr^, 
»• 
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Upendravajra, Upajati, Rathodhata, Salini, Sva9ata, 
Dratavilambita, AupacchandasiXa, Puspitagra, Varasastha, Kalaharasa, • » _ 
Manubhasini, Vasantatilalci, Praharsini, Malini, Prthvi, Manda-ft. • • ' » 
f / 
kranta, Narkutaka, Slkharlni« SardCulavlkrldita, SrafAhari, 
Viyogini, and Harinipluta. This display of a large variety 
of metres shows the author's mastery ever Sanskrit presedy. 
The prose is modelled en the prose of Bana and Sabandhu. 
It is full of long and rolling confounds, with artificial and 
elaborate descriptions. In this work the poet exhibits a great 
mastery ever vocabulary^ using ianumerable synonyms for each 
word. Her style bears the character of Ojocruna, Her prose 
consists of long compounds. According to Lakshman Sarup, the 
Varadambika-parinaya contains the longest compound in Sanskrit 
language, which is as follows: 
nirantarandhakarita~digantara-kandaladamanda<-sudh^asabindu-» 
sandratara-ghanaghana-vpida-sandehakara-s^lndamana-makaranda 
bindu-bandhuratara-makanda~taru~kula-talpa-kalpa-mrdula-
8i)^ajala>Jatila-fliiula-talamaruvaka-miladalaghu<-laghu--laya-> 
kal itaramaniya-paniya-^al ika-bal ika-kar vavinda^gal antikia-
galadela-lavahga-patala>ghanasara-kasturikatisatirabha> 
medura-laghutara-madhura-i^italatara-sallladhara-nirkarisnu-
I 
tadiya-malavilocana-raayukha-rekhapasarita-pipasayasa-
2 pathika-lokan. 
This compound is made up of more than sixty words. However, 
her prose does not become overpowering with such artificial 
compounds, because it is frequently Interwoven with fine versec. 
v.P^ 3 j . 5 L 
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Occasionally* prose is also single and lucid as, for example, 
manasa-sarovara-sa<ir<<« salr 
vimala-rasava€huta sudhasaraih.••.^ 
The varadaunbika^parinaya can be divided into two wajor 
parts. The first part of this campu deals with the life of 
king Nrsiinha and based on historical events. Here the poet 
very skilloilly prepares the ground to present the hero Acyuta 
as dhiralalitanayaka in the second part. Ohaaaajaya, in his 
Dasar^paka defines a dhiralalitanayaki thus a dhiralalita 
should always lead a quite life with a tender nature, skilled 
and interested in all kalas. 
Being a very good scholar and well versed in all sastras, 
j>oetics etc, Tiruroalaioba followed the above raentioned rule to 
depict hor hero as a dhiralalita. 
Some scholars consider it a serious defect that TirumalaralDa 
devotes almost half of the book to narrate the can^aigns of 
Acyuta's father Nrsij^a. But, perhaps TiruinalaiQk^*8 aim is 
to show that Acyuta had a peaceful reign, after all the enemies 
have been conquered by his father. 
3.Ibid, p. 32. 
4. Ohananjaya, Dalarupaka. IX.3t 
t " ^ / "" niscinto dhiralal itah kalasaktah stikhi tordmh. 
5. VP.verse, 57: 
niskantakikrtya nrpo dharitrim 
amatyavaryesv adliiropya raj^^am / 
sahitya-sangitamukhaih prasangair 
nin%a kalar^ niyataprasannah // 
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Thus the ground was prepared f«r DhiralalitanTyaka, Acyuta, 
Throughout the campu, king Acyuta is described a« a teader 
person with lovable nature. The detailed description of his 
body tells the extraordinary beauty of the hero. For Tirumalantba 
thus her beloved Acyuta is a dhiralalita^ whereas Rajaiiatha 
Oindima in his historical mahakavya Acyutarayabhyudaya depicts 
him as a dhiroditta. 
Descriptions 
As in the mahakavyas* Tirumalarat^ also gave more importance 
to various kinds of descriptions than to the stozry. Those 
include descriptions of the towns like Vidyapuri* £rlrangapattaaa« 
the beautiful description of ocean near Rusesvara« forts like 
Mahadurga^ Mataranga, Maaavadurga etc., gardens« river K&veri* 
countries like Tundira* Cola« etc., marriages of the two kings 
» 
Nrsiaha and Acyuta, Nrsii^a*s ]»attles, sending messages and 
also such events where the hero*s good fortune is depicted. 
She shows all her skill as a female writer, throughout 
her work. We can see her feminine charm flowing throughout 
her work as a sweet, mild, frosh, fragrance of scented flowers. 
Some of her beautiful descriptions are as follows. She pro* 
sents the eye->catching picture of the evening, the night 
gradually becoming dark and of the rising moon. The tender 
and the feminine touch can observed for exan^le, in verse 155. 
Chaya pravasacalitena divakarena 
sakam svayam ca puratiihv puratah sametya / 
pracigrham prativivrtya yayau virrsta 
madhye patham sthitavateva drdh©pagudh¥ // 
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C«npari»g the ahad*w with a virtuous woraan, asA the Sua 
with her husbani going on a long Journey, she says t In the 
morning the shadow accompanies the Sun for some time walking 
in his front; then in the middle of the path,(i.e.at nooa) 
she could not be seen for she was closely embraced by Sua in 
bidding fare>well, thea ia the afternooa she turned back and 
went to her eastren home. 
In another doocriptioa of the evening, the poet compares 
the evening Stm with a lotus in the rainy season* 
asrasaa dalavad atapakha^^ 
kesara iva karas ca vislmah / t • 
karnikeva samalaksyata biadbam 
pri' rv^aiid3uja«at«r ahiaiamsolsi V/® 
Having lost his brilliance and the rays, the Sun in the evening 
was looking like the penicar of a lotus flower, from which 
the petals and filaments have fallen off on a rainy day. In 
another verse she picturises the rising moon and the countless 
stars thus: 
volatip^tena payahpayodhim 
Jyotsnasamudrah sutar^ vijitya / 
apupuraj Jaitrassi«.nka8ankham 
— / — — 7 praptas ca taraghanapuspavrstim //' 
The ocean of moonlight defeated the ocean ©f milk and blow a 
conchshell of moon and rained flowers of stars. 
6, VP, verse. 157. 
7. Ibid, verse, 162. 
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But the most remarkable aspect of Varadambilc¥-parinaya 
is the description of Acyuta's physical beauty. In Sanskrit 
literature, there are many descriptions of feminine beauty, 
but of male beauty there are only three stotras by Saiikaracarya, 
- ' _ 1, Visnupad5dl-kesanta»varnana, 2, Siva..padadi-kesanta~varnana. ' • • • • 
t 3, Siva-kesadi-padanta~varnana, which in the form of stotras 
* 
addressed to gods, describe Jbheir feet, thlfhs, waist, navel, 
chest, shoulders, neck, mouth, eyes, forehead, face and hair. 
g 
These were all composed by a man about a man. But the descrip-
tion of Acyuta is a rare description because in the vast 
Sanskrit literature description of a man by a woman are rare. 
It is an important contribution to Sanskrit llterattire. 
Here Tirtimalamba describes Acyata from the feet upwards, 
using much fertile imaginations. Giving a new idea to his 
bread chest she says that his broad chest had expanded as if 
to indicate that there is enough room in hlsheart for the free 
movement of admirable qualities such as Intelligence, deep 
knowledge, compassion, love, noble-mindedness and multitude 
of all the fineartsi® Describing the beauty of his face, 
3* "vlp pp. 93-105. 9. Ibid, Introduction p. 29. 
10. Ibid, p. 96, in prose. 
sakala-kala-kalapa-caturya-gambhirya-karuni-rasaudarya-
sauryaraddhana-vitaransidi-sprhanlya-guna-gan'inanf^ 
^f' - * -
sai^aranasya hrdayo * vakasam prastavayltiun Iva vistaram 
agat vaksastatam. 
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she says that a punishment f*r the sin •£ passesslnf ambition 
t» compete with his £ace, the rrmen was covered with black sp*ts, 
and the l«tus was split int* thousand parts. Here the poet 
skilfully relates the «[ivisioa of the lotus petals and the 
black spots of the moon to the ambition of con^etinf with 
Acyuta's beautiful face,^^ 
About his eyes, specially the three colours« red, white 
and black, the poet gives a new imagery. She says that nattiral 
and radiating beauty is like an ocean. His two eyes were assum-> 
ing as it were the beauty of the Sona(tho red) the Ganges(the 
white) and the Yamuna (the black) falling in that fathOAless 
12 ocean of beauty. 
Like Ganga Devi,^^ Tirumalamba also states that Acyuta's 
forehead shone with >a circle of hair between the eyebrows 
( ^ a ) * 
11. VP. verse 75t 
anavadyatadananopamasa-
duritenaiva sasindsiviliptah / 
kaatalam ca sahasradha vibhinnam » 
kathayet s^yakatham budhah kathara // * « I 
12. Ibid, p. 101, prose 
atyanta-gambhira-kanti-paravara-krtavatarana sonanada-
bhagirthi-tajranikumarika-caturim urikurvanara-lecanayugara. 
13. Madhuravilayara, II. 30. 
14. VP. p. 103. 
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Praising his sharp mind and quick grasp of all knowleife, 
she empleys a beautiful aimile, and says that the prince 
acquired all the sciences and the finearts se easily Just as 
the magnet attracts the Iren needlei^ Acyutadevaraya was 
praised as a meeting place ef music and literatxire}^ The goddess 
17 •£ learning Sarasvati lives in his meuth. 
In ether descriptions al«« she displays her tender and 
nattiral feminine teu^h. Describing the victery aad captivity 
•f the Cela king by Hrsin^a, the fleeing ef the enemy anay was 
depicted in a very natural way. They were scattered like vmter 
drops trembling en a letus-leaf when it was shaken by a fierce 
wind. Here Nrsimha*s victory and his heroism was compared 
with fierce wind (pracandav«t«), and the fleolng enemy army was 
as scattering water drops trembling on a lotus-leaf(padmapatra-
pariplavambhah-kanka-prak^ah). 
* tls • 
15. Ibid« verse 68: 
dhir asya dhirasya gurupadista 
vidyah samast^ sakalah kalas ca / • • • 
adharayad yatnam apasya sadyah t 
sucir ayaskantaaalakikova // 
16. Ibid, p. 105. 17. tbid, verso, 172. 
18. Ibid, verse 46: 
tasrain ksane tasya camiusamuhas 
tatrasa kutrapi padam na labdh-^ / 
pracandavat'^ata-padaro-patra-
pariplavarabhah-kanlka-prakarah // » • • 
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The p«et iepicts the pleasure mf married life In *N»ture' 
as f«ll«ws: 
" the raang* trees manifest their happy married life by sh«winf 
their affection f their creeper wives, wh» with their fingers 
of fresh leaves wake up the bee->bables placed en the breasts 
of clusters mf fl«wers»" Here the p«et lieplcts manf* tree 
as the husband« creeper as the wife, their fresh leaves as 
fingers, bees as babies, and culsters ef flowers as breasts. 
It touches the heart of the reader. Here the tender f«&inine 
feeling lends beauty to the description ef "Nature", 
By the description of water-sports, the poet deliaeates 
the beauty of the queen Varadaoabilca, TiruinalamlM conqpares the 
sportive queen VaradaiabilM with the lightinlng and the water 
with the clouds. The plunging of the queen in water looks 
just like a lightinlng in the clouds. Indirectly, the poet 
20 lays stress en the queen's beauty and her skill in swianing. 
19, VP. verse, 102t 
gucchastaaaroplta-caacarika-
kuraarajagratkisalangulibhih / 
latavadhubhir lallta rasala 
gadanti rarayara grhamedhi dharmam // 
20. Ibid, verse, 152i 
muhuh sarovarisu kelilola > * 
niraajjanonmajjanara acaranti / 
bal^a)»ntah paridrsyam^a 
saud^inivajani cancalaksl // 
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Rftsas 
The main rasa the Varadamblka-Darlnaya 1« Sr. ng^arata, 
« # 
Other rasas were «ls« presented with Aexerity as aviberAeaate 
rasas. Xa the £lrst half mf the canpu Vlraraaa is pre^Milnttnt, 
whereas in the second half Sr' .nyl^arasa gets prerainence. She -
* 
depicts subordinate rasas als* f*r Virarasa, such as bhibatsa 
and bhayinal^ at appropriate places. For r^''.'n^ 'ararasa flowor-
plucking* water-sports« spring season* evening* rising of the 
moon* were described as uddipana. Theso rasas were used at 
appropriate places. 
To depict Virarasa, Tirumalamba introduces king Nrsii^a 
and his heroic deedds in the begining of the canq^. For his 
heroism she gives beautiftil examples. In the following verse 
she says that in the fire of his majesty(pratapa) the mountain 
of gold O^canadri) melted and became hundreds of streams. 
With the canning of these golden streams* the ocean shone like 
the gold-embroidered saree of the earth* who proclaimed herself 
as his chief queen: 
yasya pratapasikhi-vdruta-kancanadri 
sandra-pravaha-sata-candrakltah payodhih 
mahyah pradhanamahisipadavavadukaa 
camikarankitam ivambaram "ibabhase 
Here the poet glorifies his pratapa that it can melt mountain 
of gold also. Seeing his bravery, the earth herself became 
his chief cjueen. 
21. Ibid* verse 13» 
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At another place, describing the arrival of Nrsiinha in 
• « 
the battle field •n the back of his war lephant, the poet says 
that seeing the anger in his eyes, his array felt encouraged 
and started fighting very bravely. He took a glittering sword 
in his hand and drove the en«ny. 
ar^hya svayara api hastinam mantam f N • 
sannaddhah sapadi sa esa rajasi^ah / 
hastagrasphturadasir abhyagad aratin 
— ' — - - 22 asvasya svabalam amarsayogamatrat // 
The fight between King Nrsiinha and the Cola king is replete 
with bhibhasta and bhayanaka. Here Tirtunalaiaba compares the 
battle field with pleasure pond(kelisarah) in which the linbs 
of the warriors were like lotus stalks and plantain troesr the 
elephants entered into the battle-flold-pond and tore the arms 
of the warriors as if they were lotus stalks and their shanks 
as if they were stems of plantain trees?^ Or the elephants 
caught the soldiers by the feet and. whirled and threw them 
quickly while they voraltted large quantities of blood?^ 
•— " • 25 Elsewhere, Tlrumalanba appears to echo Gabga Devlf when 
she says that the lordly elephant threw up a horse Into the 
air and killed It in the air with its tusks. Just as a coconut 
22. Ibid, verse. 42. 
23. Ibid, p. 64 
sain4i^a«kellsarah pravlsya mrnala->]candanlva bahudaSdan 
unmulayantah ghana taroru-kandal rambhastai^ha-sarabHavanam 
utt wnbhaya ntah• 
24. VP. verse 38. 25. MadhuravijayffiIX.9, VP.verse 89. 
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Is easily broken with an axe , the elephant als« breaks the 
26 horse very easily with its tus)cs. 
In the delineatien •£ the Sr^nqrararasa Tirximalamba uses 
« 
beautiful similes* Describing the first sifht ef king Acyuta 
and princess Varadambika at Katyayani teraple, the peet sees 
them beth as parts ef the nature• The king was neither able 
t« stare at Varadambika continueusly ner was he able f divert 
his eyes away frem her. His eyes« says the peet^ was like a 
27 
bee constantly hevering around rews of fresh letases. Her 
description of their leve in seperati»n(viraha} is very poifnant. 
She says that Varadaabika missed the glance ef Aeyutaraya 
which looked like the messengers of Cupid and were full of love, 
bright and c—li^ 
26. VP. verse 39t 
vetandeno ^^am ekan karagrad 
viksipyabhad vyomni dantena bhindan/ 
vidyann vurdhvam vibhramenaiva viro « 
vegoksiptaia naikeram kutHars^ // * • ^ » • 
27. VP. verse 105: 
api viksitum vapur anksitum purah 
parimokttia aksanataya ksamapateh / 
b;'. ramariva nutanapayojavidhikasv 
atanista drstir asakrt gatagatam // • • • • • • 
28. Ibid, verse 106t 
vilasadalasacarair vismayasmera t^aih 
pranayarasagabhira:Lh prMtavistarasaraih / 
varatanxir avadatair vancitasit susitaih 
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VarmiamblHa' fe«l« sharp pain in her h«art and neflects 
all her vmrks, thinkinf alvays ab*ut him. This is br«afht •ut 
in a beautiful sentence where the peet uses thej^reneun *sah' 
in all seven cases. 
** sa eva mana pranasaaia iti, fayanti tena saha 
— _ Jb ^  — — rahasi riraiasaniana« tasmai viranltahr€aya« tasnad. eva 
• • 4V. • • 
Jivitura icchanti« tasya dasyam era ajasram "akinksanti , 
V 29 
tasmifteva pratisl^tapranaya." 
She thinks that "HeCsah) alene is dear teher like her lifer 
she is singing •£ him(taBi); she desires te enjey with hin(tena) 
privately; she had given her heart tint* him(taaaai); she lengs 
te derive her existance from hira (tasraat); she aspires te be 
in his(tasya) service always; and fixes her affectien en hia 
(tasmin),* 
This sentence suggests* though this multiple use e£ *sah*, 
her tetal devetien to%«ards Acyutaraya. 
ALANXARAS 
Tirumalamba decorates her campu with Arthalankaras and 
^abdalankarasa It is ne exaggeration to say that in the 
Varad^bika-parinaya every single sentence and verse contains 
a special effect. Following are some examples to illustrate 
her skill in the use of Alankaras. 
Upamat-
The figure of speech called upania occurs when common 
qualities are established betseen two things* but at the same 
time maintaining their distinctness?® 
29. VP, p, 143. 30. Kavyaprakasa.X. 12St Sadhrmyaia uapaxaa bhede. 
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Tiruinalamba uses this figure ef speech ®ften in her cainpu. 
In the f»llowing verse the poet describes the auspicieus birth 
•f cinavenkatairi, Varaianabika, gave birth te him just as the 
eastern quarter brings ferth the Sun, er the milky •cean pre-
duces the Kaustubha gem. Here she cempares cinaveakatadri 
te the Sun and the Kausttibha gem (verse 167)» 
am^umalinam iva adiiM 4isa 
dugdhasindhulahariva kaustuli^am / 
vasare varamuhurtasalini 
pz^savista varadanbika sutam // » » 
I Slistepamas • • 
Mere eften, the p«et employs slistepauM in the prose • t 
passages. In ilistopama the adjectives have two meaanings* 
one applicable to the upameya aztd the other applicable to the 
upamana. Describing king Nrsi^a, the poet says (pp. 17-18) $ 
kanakacala iva kal|9itavidhura-vipradaksinah« saurir iva 
sadanava-jayodyamah, san; kara iva samunnatarajatacala 
sthitah, nidaghasamaya iva nityasamgraryamahltah..••,.. 
He(Nrsimha) gave sacrificial gifts to the learned bralvains, » > 
(kalita-vidhura-vipra-daksinah) just as the Sumeru mountain 
(kanakacala) makes the moon and the Sun circumbulato it 
(kalpita-vidhu-ravi-pradksinah). He is ever intent on winning 
» / fresh victories(sada-nava-jayodyamah)J»st as Sri Krsna was 
intent on defeating demons (sa-dahava-jayodyamah) • Nrsimha was 
• • • 
firaly established in paramount soverignty(samunnata-rajata-
acala-stiteh) • Like Siva, who resides on the high silver mou 
mountain(saniunnata~rajataacla*stitih) • He was always 
esteemed by <^ 11 the noblemen (nitya-samagra-arya-mahitah) like 
the hot seasf»n, which is always suited to the fiercely glow* 
ing Sun (nit:/a»samagira«aryama*hitah) • 
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Rupakat• 
In ^r^er tm indicate extreme likeness between UgareS-ven* 
PBaiaeya, When they are represented as nen-different, the 
opaaeya net beiny 4ienled« the fifure is Rwaka?^ 
TirximalandM uses rwaka quite frequently* The hlfh jieetio 
quality •£ Tirumaiaialiia can he seen in ver 158: 
aravind-ltandhu-kuruvinda-pidhine 
cayalena bala^asina^vyapanite / 
9hasraara viyanma9havaniiakara|>4a« 
galitam yatha fhanam airsyata sanshya"// 
Here* the peet is desorikinf the Sunset* The sky is a casket 
ma4e ef sapphire, the Sun is a li4 nade mf rul^ f* When the 
yeunf meen, the fickle chil4« remeved the Sun»liA* frem the 
sky-casket, eut came the twilight reseakling the saffren pevier* 
UtpreksVi-
When the thing under descriptien is imagined te he identi-
cal with a thing which is net under descrlptien Irat similar 
te it, the figure is Utpreksaf^ 
In the fellewing verse Tirumalail»a beautifully uses utereksa. 
Acyuta's feet are like the kack ef terteises. Giving a Ghara-
ing reasen fer this likeness she says that, in erder te wash 
away as it were, the disgrace earned liy the Lerd ef their race 
(Visnu Kurmavatara) when he had fallen iMSlew the three werlds, 
twe terteises transfermed themselves in te upper part ef 
Acyuta's feet and e]»tained fame(ver8«->71) s 
31. Klawa^rak'asa, X* 1391 tad x^pakam a]»hede ya uparaanepameyay* 
32« Ibid, X. 137: SamliHavanam atheyreksa samena yat * 
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asroatkuladhipatir apa jagatrySdhah-
patityam ity apayasah pajAnarstuai eva / 
prapyadhikannatataraprapadatvam asya 
kalad bahor avahatam hoinathau pracastira // 
Virodhabhasa:-
The Virsdhabhaca occurs where a verbal contradiction is 
shown between tw© things even though thera is no real contrri-
33 • - ' diction. The alankara is based on Slesa is used froquont-
iy in prose. For example, see the fallowing passage(pp,13-19)3 
vilasatharavaridharo 'aoi vijr::5bhit2pra->Ii-^ rs, vitarssjlvala-
vrttir ap^ avitaranojjavalavrt'tir ajaaarl::^ ©^ 
onantabho^srayah. 
Koro i3 a ©f cidjectivas ifd^ icli sc-^r^i to c^a-trrVictory» 
King Hrsiniha is s tat 3d to be full of strcajss or or. J yot 
e 
his is pervasive. This apparent hsi 
reconciled by translating the first adjsctive d/lffereatly, vis 
hr; bed a shining s^ford. Again he is said to be vicarcnojjavQla-
murti and als© its opposite cs«-vitnran'ojjvalcjEHrti. This 
ap^.nront contrnSicticn is removed ictds we it oc 
his T : liz?.:':'/-)-) • C: 'l^'/i 
of gifts cail his boLin-^ iour is protcctin-j Caviia) 
in I^nttleCranoj jvato) « 
he iD uaiJ. to 03 . 
ho io not arr. (•. v'"^'- • 
virr :hr;n ^ ' p i virr. ITii^ .tvcn-i rr.';;-
II • • • , , , . . . .3.,... , I • • • i.ii .11 I • . -11 • - .. I --1 • • II I. - ' .IK 
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Parisan^ya t • 
PTlsaitJchya •ccurs there is an affirmative statement 
with an implied exception ef a thing similar te but ether than 
the ebject mentiened?^ This ala^ara is alse based en slesa 
< 
and Tirumalamba oses it very frequently. Glerifyinf Krsinha's 
virtues and his rule* she says(pp.20«>21} t 
mitradvesah kumudinisu oiurchana parivadinisu karkasyam 
karikaresu 
There was dislike fer the Sun(mitra-dvesah) in the case ef 
• • 
water lillies but there was ne hestality te friends(aitra-dvesah) 
ameng his sxxbjects. There was regtilated rise and fall ef netes 
(laorchana) ameng the peeple* There was reughness enly in 
elephant trunks (karkasyaa) but ne harshness ameng the peeple* 
Vyajastuti:-
Hhen an apparent censure isqplies praise er an apparent 
praise is actually a censtire» the figure of speech is vyijastuti.^ 
There is a fine example ef this |igure im verse 93s 
sarasi viharasi tvam satravi virdhioadhye 
tvara upavanasaranyM te *tighere vanante / 
k^akagiritate tvam kinca te vindhya^aile 
katham arisu viginam kathyatam acyutendra // 
34. Ibid, X. 
kincit prstana aprstm va kathitam yat prakalpate/ « »» • • t • 
tadrg anyavyapohaya parisamkh]^ tu «a sai^a 
35„ K^aprakasa, X. 169, _ _ 
vyajastutir roukhe n^-ndi stutir va rudhir anyatha> 
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in praise mf Acyuta the bar€s sayt " if y«u sport in a lake 
your enemies choose the ocean, if you stroll on a farden path 
they roam in a terrible forest; and if you clinb on an arti-
ficial mountain they climb the Vindhya mountains, O King 
Acyuta hew are yoxur enemies to be defamed when thoy achieve 
greater thin9S than you. 
Thoufh apparently this verse seems to speak of freater 
achievements on the part of the enemies of Acyuta, the implied 
meaning is that Acyuta drove them away from their kingdom and 
therefore they roam in the forests. Thus this poem indirectly 
praises the valour of Acyuta, 
Anupr'iias-
Anuprasa(alliteration) consists in the same consonents 
being repeated, even though the vowels may be different,^ 
TiruraalamHi * s prose is full of Anuprasa, for example, in 
viOTasara-vijaya-ketu-vaijayant£;lm iva visphurantim. 
(p.129), the frequent repetition of consonents va lends a 
special charm. Similarly in 
sr ,1 ng^ra-sindhuokandditaia iva si^oi^ts-mayukha-rekhHra 
(p, 129), 
consonents sa, ma, and kha are repeated. Most striking is 
the following example where the jingle of the golden bells 
of the royal elephants can be heard(verse 45)t 
Ghanaoghana-nikvanat-kanaka-ghanvu^, 
36, Ibid, IX, 104, varnas^yam anupfa^-'h , 
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Repetition ®f a gr®up of letters in tiie saraa ©rder but 
37 
with a different meaning constitatss Yamaka; which occurs 
in verse 52: 
tone tula'-jrucs'iQnDc-^ TC.ra 
toneha nanavichcidcj2,r.j a-ia-^ .« • » 
rloro the letters 'tane* ars r3pcr.t-.u cac vi'^ i ll.^ far-sn-;^  
n:sand:r5g in each c;iGe, la the first It^e It 
ar-d in the sccond line »t©ne' is pnrt ©f hija, hero). 
These are a few exan^jles to shov tho sFill with '•^ mich 
eroploys figures of G".c'v:2ch in har 
^'his •icco'o.nt xzay tQ wl'clii S'no 'jf 
the "'Jji'^ifT^ c:rplc7cd to ilarcri':^  tjyj ts Kin^ xr 
t '10 'x: queen Oiabaa^ wnbHs 
arthara navinaza Cir^.C ."^ '.-."Tcr / 
Kor ) states that tLc . n cj-^d'" 
T.-z.' St iz; r.o ^ " -r," ~ 
all ' praso.Tts 2 JI -
3 .'o 11. ; e 
•1 1 - J " > - , _ K " 
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Influence •f Sanskrit P«ets In The Varadart^ll^-parInaya« 
* 
In the VaraAambilcaparinaya, Tiruntalamba does n«t mentien I 
a single peet from Sanskrit or Telu^u literature. But the in-
fluence of some great poets can be seen in this cao^u. 
Ba^na: 
There is great influence of B'Ma's Kadambari on the 
varadambi)ciparinava. The description of king Mrsij^a is modelled 
— —39 on the description of Sudraka in the Kadaajbari. 
- — -Kadanibari. King Sudraka« says Banat 
J » 
yasmias ca rajani jitajagati parpalayati mahim citrakarmasu 
varnasankarah* ratesu kesagrahah, kavyosu drudhabandhah« • f • » • # 4 
sastresu cinta« svapnesu •ipralarabhah^ chatresu • • • • 
kanakaH^dWah* • • .n^ prajanam asan« (pp,26-27) » 
First a locative absolutive (bhiTve saptamj|) followed by a 
parisamkhya alaskara. Tirumalamba also attenpts the same 
syntactical construction, i^ile describing Mrsin^a. 
yasmin vismayaik'imati parif^layi^i' Tasumatim* 
bhangas tarahgasMlini, pararthobhilasah sukavitvasidini, 
. . . ' * sanmargalanghanam candramasi, Tisamavrttakraaias ckandasi 
....virejire (pp. 19-22). 
f ^  
Kadambari.kino Sudraka is indifferent to women. There-
fore, he spends his time with music, poetry and learned 
disscoursess 
sa kad^cid anavarat<»delayamana-ratnavalayo. . • 
sah gitakapras ahgena, kadacid.••mrgayavyaparena..«. 
kadicid abadhavidagdha-mandalah kavyaprabandha 
• • » 
racanena...divasain anaisit (pp. 36-38). 
39. Bana. Kadainbari, Kathainukham. pp. 15-35. 
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Compare this with the f<»ll»wing passage from the 
Varadamblkaparinaya; 
kadac id-auda va-saia vad ibhedatxir as vara-arrama-vi ses a-
murchoria-prapancka-vipanci-samAnvita-ganakarnanaya, 
kadacana,*..kavita-prasahgena kadacana.,..raantra-
vicarena« kathancana divasan ativahitavan. (142) 
King Acyuta was smitteo by love for Varadainbika. He too spends 
his time listening to music accompanied by vina, or listeninf 
/ 
poetic compositions of various kinds like draina, verse and 
prose or discussing state-craft. Here Tirumalareba displays 
her knowledge of sangitasastra by xiaing various techinical 
terms fram this science. 
In one instance, she also makes a conscious imitation of 
i — - / _ Sriharsa, In the first canto of Haisadhiyacarita» Sriharsa 
4Q ^ 
describes llala's horse in a long kulaka, Tirumalamba also 
devotes some verses and prose for describing Acyuta's horse, 
and his skill in norse riding^^ just as Ganga Devi has also — 42 done in her Madhuravi j aya; 
Here the imitation is not syntactical or structural but 
in the field of ideas, Nala's horse is swift like mind, so 
is Acyuta's horse, bothe are compared to Indra's horse; both 
40. Sriharsa, Naisadhiyacarita? I, 58-64, 
41. VP. pp. 105-117, 
42. Madhuravi jaya^ IV. 20-29 
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are endowed with an auspicious mark called devamanl and s« en, 
But# even theufh she barrows ideas, her wording and expression 
have a charm of her own. 
Tirtamalamba is successfxxl in her attenqpt te cen^se the 
difficult form of caraim. She shews equal skill in proe and 
verse, in strin^in? leng conpeunds and ea^leying figures of 
speech. Indeed this first campu written by a wmaan peet is 
comparable to the best efforts by Men poots. 
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Chapter VII, 
RamalAadrSrnba H«r Life and Time • 
Abeut a hundred years a£ter Tirumalimba had ces^sed the 
varadambiXa-parinaYa in campu form at Vijayanayara, Rmabhadranba 
» 
wrete the Ra<hunathabhvttdaya in the ferm of a Mahak^vya at 
Tanjore in the Tamil country. 
The downfall of the Vijayanafara kinfdom conmenced under 
Acyutaraya in the first half of the 15th century. In the next 
centuiry the kingdom had little influence and was supplanted 
i 
by anureber of small regional kingdoms, One'^these was the Tanjore 
kingdom under the Nfayaka dynasty* The Nayaka kings of Tanjore 
were Telugu speaking princes and wero related to the kings of 
Vijayanagara^ and were orginally subordinated to them. The 
founder of the dynasty Ciwa married Itoirtyaanbika who is said 
to be the sister of Tirximalaunba the author of Varadarobikaparinaya^ 
1. Cemakurd/ Venkatakavi, Vi jayavilasam. 
thivi natyutarayala deviyaina 
tirumalambaku nanujayai tejarillu / 
muriniajnbanu bendlyai kirti velaya 
jewabibhudu mahonnata srila jelage // 
a ra^timamba kakhila ma « 
himandala nathu datyutendrudu suguno 
ddamudu janminceno dad 
dbhumipati rangadhamu pujanrnince'V/ 
quoted in Caganti ^osayya, "^dhra Kavi Tara'nqini, Vol,XII^ 
pp. 2"3, See also Raqhunathabhyudaya, VI,11, Where the 
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Their s*n was also called Acyuta, 
Acyuta's son Ra^unatha (1614-1633 A,D.} and his s«a 
Vijayarafhava(1633-1674 A.D.) were great patrons of learninflf. 
Many talented women poets who wrote in Sanskrit and Telugu , 
decorated their court, 
Raraabhadraunba• s Raqhunathabhyudaya deals with the life 
of this Rafhunatha Nayaka of Tanjore. What is the relation-
ship of the poet with i^aghunatha? At the begining of the poem 
she refers to Raghunatha as: 
krlti sa evatra krtau sahayo 
natho mama sriraghunathaniuna // ^ 
However, in the later sargas, while describing Raghunatha*s 
marriages to various princesses, she does not mention her own 
marriage with hira^  
name ©f Acyutaraya's queen is not mentioned, 
bharyabhavattasya dharavalarer 
murtyambika raurtimati eva kirtih / 
« 
"akhya gunairacyutar'aya devyTh 
sahodara slaghyatarapra^l^hava // 
2, RA, I. 10. 
3. Ibid, VI sarga: 
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Therefore, the vmrd 'natha* in the stanza cited above d«es 
not mean lawful husbani, but merely t 'master*• This 
rather forces us to presume that RamabhaAr'knba might have 
been Rafhunatha's concubine like several other ladles in his 
court. Poet R^abhadramba does not give any other information 
about her personal life in the poem. The fact that she does 
not mention the names of her parents may also suggest that she 
was a Vesya, 
However* in the colophon at the end of each canto she 
gives a grand account of her poetic talents. She can compose 
hundred stanzas in one ghatika, i.e. twentyfour minutes 
(latalekhini) and she can create simultaneously four types of 
poems in eight languages(samasaroaya-lekhiniyastabhas>kalpita 
caturvidha-kavita) 
It is not clear what these types of poetry are. The 
eight languages may be Sanskrit, several varieties of Prakrit 
such as MahaxFastri, Sauraseni etc»# in addition to Telugu, 
Tamil and Kannada. As will be explained later* these two 
seems to be the standard accomplishments of ladies at the 
court of Raghxinatha and his son Vijayaraghava. 
R.ft, 
4. . colophon, 
, — _ t ^ __ iti sriramabhadra karuna katksl^a labhda, sarasarasvata • "IV • 
— / — a. — _ _ pravardhamana Satalekhini samasmaya lekhaniya astabhasa 
^ 
kalpita, caturvidha kavitnupranita sahitya samrajya 
.-bhadrapithar^dha r a m ^ viracite raghunathabhyuday^. 
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One of the coxirt p«ets of Vijayaraghava Nayaka( 1633-1674 
A,D,) named Cengalva Kalakavi« wrote a Telu^u poem 
Rajaqopaiavllasamu. In that poem he mentions that Ramabhadramba 
was his pupil• and takes credit for her various accomplishments, 
such as 1. the ability to compose one htmdred stanzas in one 
— I IflC ghatika (ahatikasataqrantha-gthataotkata-navina-panditya-oarima) 
» 
2, ability to compose poems consisting only of labial consonents 
(osthya); or without using any labials at all (nirosthya) or • » . t 
poems full of deep sentiment (udd«aa-rasa»oarbha)« Further* 
it is said that her poetry has the sweetness comparable to 
that of maniro. blossom(makamda-manjari-madhu-jhari-madhurya-
racana-visesa) 
c Cengalva Kalakavi, Ra jagtopalavilasamu (Telugu) i 
ghatikasata-grantha-ghatanotkata-navina-panditya-
garimalu bhaliyanagail A A 
— — o-osthya-nirostpiyadikoddamarasa^arbha-sandrbhamaunani 
sannutii^a / 
makai|ida-roan j ari-raadhu jhar i-madhurya-racana-visesam 
aurayananga 
parihrtetara-yuktibhaga-nutana-katha-caturya-dhuryata 
V 
sannutii^a 
ayyadinamula ramabhadrammavaru nedu krsnaji kavitalnerpu 
• • « • 
merasi 
vinikiseyutal ell mi ghanata gade kavivinuta>carya 
cengalva kalanarya // * « 
quoted by T.R* Chintamani* in his introduction to RA. 
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Since KalakaYl wrote in Telugu, we may assume that his # 
pupil R^abhaAramba was ala* a Telugu-speaker. Frem this stanza 
•f Kalakari, we als» learn the ful name •ur p«et viz. 
Ayya^amula iiamabhadramba. The first part is the surname and 
the second •ne is the personal name* In the case mf the per-
sonal names, an interesting fact can be noted. The Telufu 
personal names of wemen are usually made up of Sanskrit prati-
padika to which the honorific 'Amroa* is added as suffixs 
Ramabhadra-t-asnma^ R^abhadrancna. This is the Telugu form of 
the name. Hovvever, while writing in Sanskrit such Telufu names 
are sanskritized as Ramabhadramba(by replacing 'amma* with'ambat 
cannoting the same). 
It is said that Raraabhadrajnba like most of the contemporary 
poets was an expert in samasyapurana.* The following stanzas, 
in Sanskrit and Telugu are said to have been conqposed by her 
in this manner: 
kal'i kati nah ksitipayah 
kim te raghunathanayakayante / 
bhuvi bahavah kila taravah 
kim te santinapadapayante (Sanskrit) 
eri ni sarirajulu? 
bhuramanulu ninnu Jala bogaduduru bhali 
sVarajani rerajani 
- _ 7 rarajani yactyutendra raghunathanrpa // (Telugu) 
6, Quoted by T.R.Cintamani, Introduction to RA, 
7, Ua»t«d UtuJwjfi Laksmikantamma, ^ d h r a Kavayitrulji, p. 43, 
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In the tenth canto she describes the battle between 
Rafhunatha and Jaggaraya near Topur which to«k place in 1616 A,D? 
Therefore« the Raghunathabhyudaya must have been composed not 
earlier than 1616 Most probably Rafhunatha died in 1633 A,D, 
So the work must have been written between 1616-1633 A.D, 
T.R. Cintamani thinks that it was written around 1625? 
Raghunathabhyudaya was first made known to the world by 
S.Krishnaswami Aiyangar in his Sources of Vijanagara History. 
In 1934 T.R.chintamani edited the Raghunathabhyudaya based 
upon the manuscript copy of the work deposited in the Sarasvati 
Mahal Palace Library, Tanjore (No,3722). It is in a good 
condition containing 900 slokas. In two places, a few stanzas 
are missing: II. 31-46; VII, 27-29, This is the only one 
edition available. 
The poem consits of twelve cantos. In the first canto, 
the poet gives a description of the Coladesa in 75 slokas. 
In this canto the poet presents the Cola country as a prosperous 
one. She tells about the rice fields, river Kaveri, its beauti-
ful high buildings, banana, cocoanut gardens, about the 
agraharas, temples, its everlasting Yajnas, its beautiful maidens, 
and the praise of Raghunatha, and its mango Groves, 
8, Khai?davalli Laxmiranjanam. Andhirula Caritra-Samskriti. 
» 
(in Telugu) p. 372, 
9. T.R. Chintamani. Introduction to RA. 
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In the second cant® Tanjore, the Capital City of Gala 
country is described in 60 verses. Here the poet emphasises 
the wealth and compares it with Indra's Amaravati, She speaks 
of the extent of the Capital City, the armies of elephants and 
horses« of the beautiful women of Tanjavur and their literary 
accomplishments, and about the wealth of Raghunathan'ayaka. 
In the next canto Raghunatha is described in 51 slokas. 
Here Ramabhadramba declares that even a three year old girl 
has the capacity to compose poetry in the kingdom of 
Raghun'atha (11,20), 
The fourth canto contains 71 slokas, and describes the 
palace called tKamalavilasa Sadana', ^aghunatha's devotion to-
wards Hari, the recital of the Ramakatha written by him and 
about his faith and worship of Lord Ramachandra, 
In the fifth canto there are 58 verses describing the 
make-up, dress, ornaments of Raghunatha, his arrival into the 
coxirt, and his court. 
The sixth canto narrates the ancestry of the King, Here 
the poet states that his dynasty was founded by Cewa and his 
wife Murtymba was the sister of Vijayanagara king Acyutaraya^.s 
wife. 
The personal beauty of Raghun'atha is described in detail 
in the seventh canto. The coronation of Raghunatha as yuvaraja, 
the decoration of the Capital for this function^ pre^lhtations 
by the vasal kings also narrated in this canto. Mention is 
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also made of the marriage of Tundira princess, his heroic deeds 
in this canto. 
His various victories were described in theeighth canto 
in 102 verses. In this canto the poet mentions some historical 
figures, the King of Nepala(presently Jafna in Ceylon i.e. 
/ - - / - . „ 
SrilanXa), Karnataka(Vijayanafara)king, Sri Ranganatha, Jaggaraja, 
the king Tundira, Krsnapa Nayaka, The defeat ©f Cola is also 
narrated in this canto. 
In the 9th canto there are 71 verses. In this canto the 
wonderfxil construction of boat bridges by Raghunatha's engineers 
at Sirahala, restoration of the Nepala king to his kingdom. The 
• t 
proceedings of the battle at Topur are aarrated« 
The tenth canto consits 76 verses. In this, death of 
Jaggaraja at Topur is described. Some persons were mentioned 
in this sarga like Ravilla Venka, i^akaraja. Raja Dalvoy CaSca, 
The capture of Krsnapa's fortress Bhuvanagiri by Raghunatha's 
sol<^ i'ers, Raghunatha's return to Tanjore are described in this 
canto. 
In the eleventh canto, the return of Raghunatha to Tanjore 
is described. There are valuable descriptions of accomplish-
ments ©f ladies in the court of Raghxinatha, names of his queens/ 
The description of his famous places like 'Ramasaudha', 
' Indir"^andira', different types of musical instruments are 
described. 
10. Caganti Lsayya. Aad^a Kavi Tarangini, v®l. XII, p, 21, 
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The twelfth is concludinf canto of Raqhxin'ith'^hynAaya« 
It censists of 89 sloXas. In this the poet gives the informa-
tion about Ra9hunatha*s natyasala(dance hall), different types 
of talas used in dance and music, performances of different • 
types of dances vin front of Raghunatha, his sports with beauti-
ful women in moon-lifht, womens* make-up* praising the kin9 
by bards in the early morning, his worship to R^abhadra, 
Raghunatha attending the court etc. This Mahakiivya concludes 
wishing hira a long life by the grace of Ramachandra, 
On the whole Raghunathabhyudaya is a beautiful MaHakavya, 
containing about 90Os'lokas. The historical and cultural events 
mentioned by R^abhadraral:^ are very authentic because she was 
the only contemporary of Raghunatha'a time. 
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Chapter VIll, 
H^ fi^ ft^ ical BaeXqrouncl of The RaqhunathabhyuAaya, 
S*on after the foundation of the Vijayanafara* Prince 
Karopana was sent to free Madhura from the Muslim mile. His 
expedition resulted in the fact that the entire Tamil country 
including the Cola country around Tan1avur« and Pandyan 
• • • 
kingdom with Madhura came under the sway of the Vijayanagara 
empire. 
About 1540 A,0.« king Acyutaraya of Vijayanagara* gave 
Murtyambika, the sister of his wife or concubine Tirumalamba 
in marriage to his General Cewa or Sewappa and made him 
the Viceroy of Tanjore, This Cewa is considered to be the 
founder of the Nayaka kingdom. He and his discendants, 
though nominally vassals of Vijayanagara kings, often dis-
played independence, whereever the central rule was weak, 
Cevva's son Acyutanayaka, who ruled from 1577 to 1614.^ 
His son was Raghunatha Nayaka, the hero of the poem 
RaqhunathabhYudaya. Raghunatha ruled from 1614 to 1633, 
Ramabhadraunba gives a detailed account of this dynasty 
in the sixth canto of the Raghunathabhyudaya. She begins 
the account with Cewa's father Timma and his wife Bayyambika^ 
They belonged to the Sudra caste (avaraja jati^ t Their son 
was Cewa. He built the big Gopura for the god Sonadrinatha 
(Tiruvannamalai) at varddhacalam, he constructed a gopura 
1, Heras, p. 173, 2. Ibid, p. 287, 3. RA, VI. 3, 4. 
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anal erected « dhvajastanOsha in the Siva temple, Srisaila 
he constructed the steps an the mountain leading to the 
temple and wall around the temple o£ Siva. On the banks of 
Kaveri he built several temples and endowed several afraharas. 
Cewa's son was Acyutanayaka. His wife was also called 
— -7 
Mxirtyapttbika. He was also a pious king and he made many 
endowments. 
Acyuta Nayaka, 
King Acyuta built a golden Vimana« a throne and crown 
' - . - — / with precious gems for God Sri Ranganatha. At Ramesvaram 
he gave several danas including the muktatulapurusa dana, 
i.e.« he weighed himself against pearls and distributed 
these pearls among brahmins. He endowed many agraharas to 
8 brahmins. 
In the Raghunathabhyudaya, the poet compares Acyuta to 
Indra, He was like Cupid. Scholars honoured him as their 
9 
teacher. He was deeper than the sea, boundless like the 
sky, in tatva-jnana he was just like Vedas for boundless 
knowledge. He had great qualities and he was akind hearted 
5. RA;., VI. 7-10. 
6. Ibid, VI,12. 
7. Ibid, VI. 20, 
8.Ibid, Vi. 13-15, 
9. Ibid. VI, 18, 
• • a « A ^ 
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The many endowments he made became fam®tss from Kanyikximari 
to KasmTr. Not only kings but even gods praise his generosity 
during the sacrifices'^ Like Adisesa he bore the weight of 
this earthi^ 
By the grace of Ranganatha^ a son was born to him, who 
was named Raghunatha, He was the great Nayaka King and the 
hero of the Raqhunathabhyudaya kavya. 
In his Telugu poem Raghunatha'^R'amayana, Raghunatha him-
• 
self describes his ancestors. However, he begins the descrip-
tion only from his grand-father Cewa}^ 
When Raghunatha came of age. King Acyuta married him 
to the daughter of the king of Pandya and other royal princesses 
Thereafter he installed Raghunatha as yuvaraja and delegated 
to him some of h4s responsibilities.^ 
Prince Raghunatha's campaigns 
Soon Raghvmatha had to prove himself on the battlefield. 
At that time Vijayanagara kingdom was ruled by Venkatadevax^ya, 
Muhammad Kuli Qutb Shah the Sultan of Golkonda, marched to-
wards Penugonda where Venkatadevar'iya was residing and occupied 
the town. 
11. RA, VI, 16. 
12. Ibid, VI. 17. 
13. Raghunatha. Raghunitha-Ramayana« I Canto(Telugu), Colophon 
p. 27: raiirtimamtoi-garbha-suktl-muktaphala cinaceway¥cyuta 
ni-pilaputra. 
14. RA, VII. 
15. Ibid, VII, 35-42o 
14 
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Here the ^eet narrates that Venka^aaLevaraya requested 
Acyuta Nayaka t« send his sen Raghunatha te fight against the 
GelkenAa Sultan,^ Instead ef sending Raghunatha* Acynta himself » 1 
get ready te help the Karna|:akaking« Iwit Venkatadevaraya insisted 
« ty 
en having Raghunatha. He cerajtared Raghunatha with Rana« and 
expressed his iMlief that Raghunatha alene had the capacity te 
reute eut the enemy. Rama while still a child helped Vii&vamitra 
liy killing the Raksasas. Likewise, the yeun# Raghunatha can de-
feat the enemy and help Venkatadevaraya, Acyuta Nayaka was 
cenvinced and sent his sen Raghunatha with a large army« after 
thereugh preparations. After stepping fer semetime at Candragiri 
Raghunatha marched te Penugendi^ where he was recieved liy — 19 Venkatadevaraya with great pleasure. 
Raghunatha dreve away the Muslim army frem Penigenda« and 
thus saved Venkatadevaraya.^ The king ef Murusa at Ball31apura 
fertress in the North Arcot district eppesed Raghijmatha, iHit 
was defeated by him. He alse suMued 
16. RA, VII. 43, 44. 
17. Ibid, VII, 51. 
18. Ibid, VII. 56. 
19. Ibid, VII, 62, 
20. Ibid, VII. 65: 
n^acapatair naradevasuneh 
^ _ t 
palayamanas ca rane patantah / 
atyakulatvid abhayarthinas te 
ramsistrate r'atricara ivasan // 
21. Ibid, VII. 68-70, See alse Horas, p, 310. 
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other vassals and restored the kingdom of Karnataka to 
venkatadevaraya, v?h» acknowledged his help in public court « 
and honoured him with presents of horses and jewelry. 
The restoration of the Karnataka empire to Venkatadevaraya 
by the young Raghunatha was a greatochievement. Raghunatha 
himself proudly refers to it in his Raghunatha R'^ayana. 
« 
At that time another vassal Krsnappa Nayaka of Tundira, 
— 23 ie, Jinji, was held prisoner by venkatadevaraya. On 
Raghunatha's request, Venkatadevaraya freed Krsnappa, The 
later was very greatful to Raghunatha and gave his sister 
24 in marriage. 
After these great achievements, when Raghunatha returned 
to Tanjore, his father Acyuta recieved him with pomp and show,^ 
After Raghunatha became king, he led many victorious campaigns. 
Ramabhadramba gives a detailed description of three such 
campaigns, 
22. Raarhunatha Ramayana (Telugu), Bala K^da, Canto I. Colophon, p.27. 
karnataraja pujaniya dhaurandhar#ya. 
23, Heras, p. 403, 
24, RA, VIII. 74: 
iundiran'athah savadhur anathah • I « • 
pranamya bhaktya padayor amusya / 
karam svasur grahayati sma sadyo 
~ % — __ 
raksadhlcinam raghunitham enam // * ^ ' 
Keyaa, p.404, wrongly states that he gave his daughter in marriage, 
25. RA, VII. 79e 
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1. Defeat C«l«f«:- During his reifn* Raghunatha fat 
infarraatlan a]»aut Calaga wha was very cruel like ravana malest-
inf all people an4 w«inen. This Calaga built a fart in an island 
26 
at the raauth af Kaveri. Raghunatha was tetermineA ta punish 
Calafa, As a first step he reachei Kumlihadhana ane af the capitals 
af Gala oauntry in Tanjare district.^ Then he marched tawards the 28 
island where Calaga was living* The brave Calaga was afraid 
when he heard alMut the caning af Raghunatha, He requested 
Krsnappa Ifayaka far help. Althaugh Raghunatha caused his release 
fram the prisian in the past, Krsnappa fargat his help, and 
against the advice af his ewn ministers he Jained Calaga ta fight — 29 against Raghunatha. 
Lilce Srirama in the past, Raghunatha canstructed a bridge 
and crossed the sea.^ In that battle he used cannans, the saldiers 
climbed the fart with the help af ladders.^ Calaga was defeated. 
— 32 
He surrundered himself and tagether with his wamen ta Raghunatha. 
RaghunaTtha taak him as a prisaner and canfined in his awn jail. 
26. RA, VZII. 79; Heras, p.406-408, states that this Calaga a 
vassal af Krsnappa. 
27. RA. VIII. 72. 
28. Ibid, VIII. 77; Kha^davalli Laxmiranjanam in his 
^dhrula caritra Samskruti, p. 371, identifies this island 
as Devikata. 
29. Ibid, VIII, 80. 
30. Ibid, VIII. 84. 
31. Ibid, VIII. 89-92. 
32. Ibid, VIII, 94. 
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In his Talugu poem Raqhunatha R"ainayana, Raghunatha refers 
to this victory in the expressionsx 
sadhit^sanmdramtara^dvipa para-.nrpajfia-samstuta^pratapa. 
Thus Raghunatha suppressed Colaga, 
2. Resoration of Jaffna :•> The kingdom of Nepal a was occupied 
by the Portuguese(phirangis)• This Nepala is identified with 
ffaffna in the north of Ceylon?^ The king approched Raghunatha 
for help. He recieved the help given by Raghunatha*s grand-
father Cinacewa his father Acyuta, to his ancestors in the 
34 • past. The phirangis occupies 
and Raghunatha must help him. 
^^ ied his kingdom through foul play^^ 
Raghunatha assxired him that he would reestablish him 
on the throne^^ For this he set out with his forces for the 
battle against the Portuguese. 
With the help of his navy and his brilliant engineers 
37 he constructed a bridge with boats and reached the shore. 
' — • 
33. cf. Cfaganti ^esayya, Andhra Kavi Ta;rngini» Vol.XII, p.21. 
34. R.A. VIII, 16. 
35. Ibid, VIII. 20. (cchadma krtyair) 
36. Ibid, VIII. 13-23, 
37. Ibid. IX. 12: vina vilambam vimatan jigisur f • 
mahipatis tatra mahaunburasau / 
taribhir evottaranaya turnam 
akalpayat setum ananyasadhyam // 
see also ^ndhra Kavi Tarahqini, vol. XII. p.20 
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He used different types of arms including canons, A terrific 
battle took place* and the Portuguese were defea't^. They 
38 
left all their wealth and families and flew away in boats, 
Raghunatha then restored the kingdom to the Nepala king. 
Here Ramabhadramb'a glorifies this deed by saying that Raghunatha 
coronated Nepala king in his kingdom. Just as R ^ a c«r«nated 
Vibhl^sana?^ t » 
By rastoring the Nepala king to his throne Raghunatha r 
assumed the title "Nepala-bhupala-sthapanacarya", as he men-
- — 40 tions in his Telugu Ramayana, 
38. RA, , IX. 17-22-
39. Ibid, IX. 23: 
vidhaya vidvesivadham svyodhair 
vibhisanara rama ivatmabhaktara / » » » 
nepalabhupam raghunathaneta 
tadaspade tatra samaWhyasincat // 
40. Raghunatha Nayaka, Raghunatha Rainayana (Telugu)« 
colophon, p. 27. 
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3, Defeat of the Pai^ya King:- After the death of Venkatadevaraya 
of Vljayanagara there was an outbreak of civil war, his 
* " * — 41 ministers crowned his son Srirangaraya as the king of Karnataka. 
42 But Jaggaraja a close relative of the royal family was against 
him. One night he entered the royal palace and murdered the 
43 
king, his wife and children. At that time one faithful 
washer man succeeded in rescuing one of his sons called Ramaraya 
and brought him out of the palace, A faithful servant of —. — 44 — Karnataka tookvthat boy to Raghunatha. Raghunatha a faithful 
vassal of Karnataka was determined to reestablish that boy 
as the king of Karnataka, 
Through his spies he got information that in the West 
the Pandya and the Tundira kings formed a co>alition against 
45 him ana wanted to kill him. He assembled a large array and 
41, Heras, p, 512, Rahga his second nephew as his successor. 
42, Heras, p. 496, identifies this Jaggaraja as the father-
in-law of Venkatadevaraya, Father of Bayararaa the first 
queen of Venkatadevaraya, 
43, RA, VIII, 28, 
44, Khandavalli Laxrairanjanam^"^dhrula Caritra Samskriti. 
p. 371, mentions the faithful servant •f Karnataka as 
Yacama i^aka. Tbiis statement is supported by Caganti 
4esayya, "^dhra Kavi Tarnqini. Vol. XII, pp. 18^19, 
45, RA, IX. 25. 
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marched t« the westren capital Tovur?® His army consisted 
47 — -- — of camels also, Raroabhadraraba narrates that merchants with 
their goods, dancers, vesyas, poets and bards al"^  acccnnpanied 
the arrayf® The poet says the neise of Raghunatha's forces 
49 resounded from the eastren ocean to the vestren. 
In this historical battle Pandyas, the Tundiras, and 
the Portuguese helped Jaggaraja and Raghuziatha fought against 
all of them for the restoration of the boy Ramaraya as 
Karnataka king. This battle at Tovur took place in 1616 A.D^® 
The forces of the Pandya king flew avay when they faced the 
Raghunatha's powerful army^^ Raghunatha and his brave soldiers 
— 52 killed Jaggaraja and his relatives in the battle field. 
46. RA,, IX, 29. 
47. Ibid, IX. 39. 
48. Ibid, IX. 40-42. 
49. Ibid, X. i. 
50. Caganti iesayya, Andhra Kavi Tarangini, Vol XII, f. 19. 
51. RA, X. 24. 
52. Ibid, X. 28. 
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At last the brave king of Pandya was also defeated by 
Raghunatha and captured, but was released by hitn.^^ In memory 
of this great historical victory Raghunatha erected a 
Vij ayastambha on the banks of Kaveri^^ 
After the suppression of the Pandya king, the Tundira 
king Krsnappa began to gather forces and start a rebelion 
< I • 
against Raghunatha. Getting this information from his spies. 
Raghunatha sent his army against Krsnappa. Then he marched 
—• -» 55 along the banks of Kaveri and reached Pancanadim and awaited 
the result of the expedition of his army. 
Raghunatha*s soldiers captured several fortresses like 
Bhuvanagiri etc, but Krsnappa and others fled away^® 
Raghunatha finally returned victoriously to his capital 
57 Tanjore. 
These are the historical accounts given by Ramabhadramba 
in her kavya. 
53. RA,, X. 36. 37, 39. 
54. Ibid, X. 41-60. 
55. Ibid, X. 62. 
56. This was identified as Tiruvaijuc by T.R.Cintamani. RA. 
summary. 
57. RA. X, 66-69, 75. 
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Chapter IX, 
Th^ state and S»clety as Depected in The Raqhiinathabhyu^aya. 
Tirumalamlaa was intimately connected with Acyutaraya, 
Yet in her Varadambika-parinaya, the information she proves 
us either on Acyuta or ©n the Society ©f that tirae does not 
go beyond conventional descriptions and stock phrases. 
Raraabhadrainba* s descriptions are also conventional. 
Yet she provides much valuable information on the historical 
u)«A personalities« as as the society and culture of her tiroes, 
^ 
Her Raghunathabhy^daya, therefore , can be considered as a 
very useful source for the history of Tanjore Nayaka kingdom. 
In this chapter, the social and cultural meterial that 
can be gleaned from the Raghunathabhyudaya will be discussed. 
Ideals of Kingship 
In two passages Ramabhadramba describes the ideals of 
kingship. Since she wrote this in the lifetime of Raghunatha 
Nayaka and with his approval, it may be concluded that these 
ideals are shared by Raghunatha and his ancestors. 
She narrates that Acyutanayaka and his wife Murtyambika 
performed a penance, God Sriranga appeared in person and 
asked Acyuta to ft seek a boom. Then Acyuta said that he wanted 
a son with the following qualities. 
He should receive tributes from the kings of 18 dvipas. 
He should be able to seize the royal attributes of kings living 
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beyond the seas or within fortifications, but at the same time 
he should earn fame by returning the kingdoms to the enemy 
when once the enemy accepts the former's overlordship. He 
should show his prowess on the battle-field and be on ocean 
of virtues* He should be engaged daily in constructing inu-
merable temples, and establishing agraharas. He should feed 
a great number of brahmins ^very day. He should be able to 
compose poetry in several languages in a short timeJ 
These ideals can be divided into three fields. Politi-
cally, the Nayaka kings wanted to expand their influence beyond 
the seas into Jaffna peninsula in Ceylon, 
In the religious field» they wished to erect temples, 
make endowments of agraharas for the brahmins, and also feed 
innumerable brahmins everyday, it was said they used to 
feed one lakh brahmins daily at Tanjore, Such great devotion 
towards gods and brahmins w^s displayed so that their low 
caste status is overlooked. 
More important is their cultural ideal. The kings 
patronized poets and themselves cultivated poetry. Here too 
the aim was towards feats of versification, namely, to produce 
100 verses in a short time(6atalekhini) or to produce verses 
in any one of the innumerable metres(vrttaprastara) or to 
write in several languages and in several tyi^es of composi-
tions, - Not only the kings and their poets mastered these 
accomplishmenrs, but several courtesans were adept in this 
practice as will be shown below, 
1, RA. VI, 36-39* 
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Ideais kingship were discussed in another passage 
also? Here the ministers give a small discourse to Raghunatha 
Nayaka, This can be compared to the advice given by minister 
Sukanasa to prince Candripida in Sana's Kadambari, 
Raghunatha requests his ministers to give hijn the right 
advice on different political matters and on the conquest of 
different kingdoms. They say that a king should be dhlrodatta« 
truthful, kind-hearted, generous, learned, protector of the 
poor, and he should leave the responsibilities to the ministers. 
He who knows the foiir up'ayas, namely sama, Dana, Bhed«.and 
Danda c%n conquer enemies. If he has strength and valour 
he can defeat the enemies soon. For a king danas increase 
his fame, A good king should have the capacity to grasp 
everything said by his ministers. He should have the skill 
to tackle all matters with utter care? 
Raghunatha Nayaka 
The foxinder of this dynasty is Timaa, Ramabhadramba 
4 
expressly states that he belonged to the Sudra caste. The 
born in this low caste, the hero of the poem Raghunatha 
Nayaka is shown to be an embodiment of these ideals. In the 
seventh canto, Ramabhadramba presents a Kesadi-nakhanta~varnana. 
She says that Raghxjinatha was endowed with all the physical 
characterstics of mahipurusa. 
2, RA^ VIII, 36-48, 
3, Ibid, VIII, 45, 
4, Ibid, VI, 2, 
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Throughout the poem, she glorifies Raghunatha as the 
incaranatlon ©f Sririnra or as Indra on earth. To depict him 
as an ideal king, she bestows on him all the superior quali-
ties. However, this^Sot a mere flattery of the patron. Other 
contemporary writers also speak ©f the high qualities of 
Raghunatha, such as his scholarship and proficienty in various 
fine-arts. 
In.the fourth canto RSnabhadrambi describes the daily 
routine of Raghunathai This is a valuable account because 
R'^abhadraraba has a personal knowledge of his habits. As 
soon as gets up, Raghunatha worships the Sun God, and the 
tawny cow^ Then he proceeds to a palace called Karaalavilasa. 
There he sits on bhadrapTtha and worships Hari with great 
» 
faith® The royal Purohita decorates Raghunatha's fore-head 
— n with white Urdhvapundra. Then he concentrates his mind ©n 
Raghava and constantly turns his fingers on pearl beads to 
8 / ^ perform japa. He worships Srirama with fragrant flowers. 
Then he receives the prasada of the holy Tulasi leaf and wears 
Q 
it on the ear. Then he hears the recitation of the story 
of Rama. After receiving the blessings from brihmins, he 
enters his palace. He was a strict, faithful devotee of 
Srirama. Daily he worships Rama twice, in the morning as 
well as in the evening.^ 
5. RA, II. 1, 30. 
6. Ibid, IV. 34. 
7. Ibid, IV. 35, 36. 
8. Ibid, IV. 37. 
9. Ibid, IV. 38, 39. 
10. Ibid, IV. 34-41, XII. 83. 
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In the eleventh canto, R^abhadraroba names Raghunatha's 
various palaces such as Raroasaudha (XI,28), vrtiere he worships 
Raina and j^diraraandira (XI. 37), roost probably Raghunatha's 
recreation hall, where he conducts all his literary activitiesj"^ 
After the cultural show he used to honour the artists with 
12 
gold, itjoney, and valuable gems, ornaments, scented betal leaves 
which is a special mark of honour^^ 
14 
There Is also an interesting description of his meal. 
He was served by beautiful maidens in golden vessels. They 
sing sweet songs while he dines with his queens. After the 
meal he walks hundred steps, while at the same time muttering 
Ramayanasara eangrah composed by h i m s e l f T h e n he chews 
the Tulsi leaves and afterwards scented betal leaves. 
Dress and Ornaments 
At several places Raraabhadramba mentions the dress and 
ornaments worn by Raghunatha. "e wears golden boardered cloths^^ 
17 His Shirt was studded with pearls. Some times he wears silk 
- / — 
11. Caganti Sesayya, Andhra Kavi Tarangini, Vol, XII, pp. 26, 28, 
12. RA, XII, 28: abhinayana->rasanurupamar^n 
mukhara-mukhesu muda sabhajanesu / 
atullita-kanakabhiseka-mukhyaih 
* • 
sapadi vadhuh samabhavayan mahinuh // 
13, Ibid, XII, 30: kasturil^kunkuma-gandhas^ra-
karpuraviti-kanakambaradyaih / 
sa^havayan viksya sabhantarasthan 
prakhyapayat parthiva-loka-candrah // 
14, Ibid, XI, 82-89, 
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cloths^® He wears many types of valuable ornaments, pear^-ear-
tp rings(V,8), pearl-necklaces(V,12), Pearl keyras(V. 13), angadas fv 
studded with rubies(V. 14) and bracelets studded with rubies 
and peals(V,15). 
Beautiful maidens of the harem smear sandal paste and 
sprinkle scented water on him. His forehead was decorated 
with Kasturltilaka, His cheeks shine with the luster of his 
19 
gemset ear rings. In moon-lit nights he wears flower garlands 
on his head and body. 
His Palaces, 
In the Raqhunathabhyudaya the poet mentions the various 
palaces of Raghunatha such R^asaudha, Indir^andira, Natyasala, 
These palaces of Niyaka kings were mentioned by other contempo-
rary scholars, and poets also. 
t _ _ / _ , 15 RA XI 88 satarn padanam sanakais tada vrajaiV. 
japan sa r^anasarasangraham / 
tatah prasade tulasedalam harer 
acarvad urvipatir "adrtavratah // 
16. Ibid, IV, 3; valamanihema-vasn'ancalancitah. 
17. Ibid, V.9s mauktilcankam avahaS manoharam kancukam. « » 
18. Ibid, VII.2: yasyejjval-kaisikena. 
19. Ibid, IV. 10-12, 17, 32. 
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» -- — _ 
Ramasaudha contains the statue of Sriratna, who is Ra^'hunatha's 
istadevafa. His living quarters appear to be in a palace 
called indiraimandira. In the twelfth cant© RaroabhadrSnb¥ 
specially mentions about his dance hall (na-J:yasala), It was 
decorated with the best gem festoons• filled with scented 
agaru smoke. There valuable stones were studded in doors and 20 
windows. The hall was filled with the fragrence of the flowers 
and camphor. Raghunatha used to sit on a Bhadrasana. There 
he saw the various performences of plays^ dances« with different 21 talas with different musical instrximents. ^ 
Raghunatha*s Literary Achievements and His Circle, 
Ramabhadramba depicts the hero as a great lover of music, 
dance, and great patron of arts and literature. In reality 
also king Raghunatha was a great scholar in various fields. 
He composed poetry both in Sanskrit and Telugu. Following 
are his works in Sanskrit. 
l.l^cfh'^harata fatparya samgraha. 
2« RluMyanakathasara. 
3. Sangitasudh?. 
4. SahityasudhaT. 
5. Bharatasudh'a. 
JS^ 6 » Acyutendrabhyudaya, 
20. RA. XII,2, Caganti Sesayya in his Andhra ^ v i Taranqlni 
• • 
(Telugu) Vol.XII, pp 28, 29, mentions these palaces Indiramandira 
is the best and it was his residential palace, 
21. Ibid, XII. 11-30, 
Ill 
Among these works Briiratasudha is about dance based on 
I ^ f^^  2 2 
Bharatanatvasara. Acyutendrabhyudaya is about Raghunatha's 
father Acyuta Nayaka, 
Raghunatha contributed nine works to Telugu literature. 
They are; 
1. Parijatapaharanam, which he is said to have composed in 
his childhood. 
2, Ac3rutabhyudaya, a Dvipadakavya. 
3. Gajendrameksa, a DvipadaXavya. 
4* Rukinini Srikrsna Vivahara, a Yaksa^na, * • • • * 
5. Janakiparinaya, a catukavyam, 
6. Valtnikicarita, a prabandha with three 'asvasas containing 
450 verses with prose. 
7. Raghun'atha R^ayana, it is a mixture of 467 verses and prose, 
4 
It was translated by Madhxirav^ni, a pupil 
and coxirtesan of Raag<natha« into Sanskrit. 
8. Sringara Savitri, a srAngara prabhanda in two asvasas. 
9. Nalacarita, a Dvipada in eight'as\^sas. 
Among these nine works of Raghxaiatha, only the last mentioned 
four works are extent. 
Raghunatha was agreat expert in the theory and practice 
of music also. His Sahgitasudh'a was a joint work with his 
minister Govinda Diksita. Its introduction gives historical 
information of Nayaka kings of Tanjore. Particularly it tells 
22. M. Krisnamachariar, History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, 
p. 230, 
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about the deep knowledge Raghunatha had in Karnataka musicj^ 
He yave detailed information regarding fifty ragas and 15 
melakartas(composers). This information is very useful for 
f 
vTna, Raghunatha himself introduced a new raga named as 
Javantasewa and a new Tala called Raman^a,^ Venkatamakhi 
sone of Govinda Diksita* and Madhuravini were his pupils in vina, • « » 
Raghunatha was a great patron of scholars and poets. 
His minister Govind Diksita composed San^tasudha« He also 
wrote gahi^asudh'a, which describes the history of his masters 
Acyuta and Raghunatha* He also wrote a comentary on Sundara)^nda 
- — 25 of Ramayana. 
Govinda Diksita's two sons Yajnanarayana and Venkatamakhi 
were Raghunatha's pupils. Venkatamakhi wrote Sahityasamrajya 
kavya and Caturdandiprak^ika and ^^rtil^bharana. Yajnanarayana, 
the author of Sahityanakara in 13 cantos, Raqhunathavilasa, A. 
a five act play, Raqhunathabhupalavij aya a poem describing 
the greatness of N'ayaka kings, specially about Raghunatha. 
He also wiTote a comentary ©n Venkatesvara• s Citrabandhar^ayarij^ 
* 4 
Krsnadhvari, cemal^i venkata kavi, and Caudappa were > • « • • 
his court poets, KrsMlhvari wrote Raghunathabhup"aliya on 
poetics, in which the illustrations are in praise of his 
23, Ibid, p. 867. 
24, G, Nagayya, Teluqu Sahitya Samiksa!, p, 289, 
25, M. Krishnamachariaa, History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, 
p. 233. 
26, Ibid, p, 234, 
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^ - 27 patron Raghunatha, besides Nalsadhaparijata, Kalyana Kaumudl, 
Kamdarpa NaTtakaro^  Srnqara Samivanl^ fala Clnt^ani. These 
are dedicated to Raghunatha, In these, only Naisadhaparilata 
was published. Cemalwra Venkata Kavi a famous Telugti poet 
of Raghun'atha • s time wrote two Telugu prabandhas« 1. Saranqadhara 
Caritra, 2, Vijayavilasa. He dedicated the latter one to 
Raghunatha, Kavi Coudappa wrote a Sataka, The fact that 
twenty works in Telugu and Sanskrit languages were dedicated 
to this scholarly king shows his popularity among poets and 
scholars. 
He greatly encouraged courtesans in his court, 
R^abhadramba and Madhura-<^ni were famous among these, 
R'amabhadramlja wrote a historical Mahakavya Raqhunathabhyudaya, 
Madhuravani translated Raghunatha's Telugu Ramayana into 
Sanskrit up to Sundara k'anda. It contains 1500 verses in 14 t • 
sargas, Raghunatha honoured Madhuravani by performing 
* 
Svarnabhlseka to her. The courtesans in Raghun'atha • s court « 
were gems in their fields. It is a golden period for the 
Sanskrit and Telugu literature which reached its heights. 
Women and Their Accomplishments, 
It is a fortunate thing to note that R'ainabhadramba in 
her poem gives a wealth of information about Raghunatha and 
his coutesans in eleventh and twelfth cantos. In the very 
begining of the poem, glorifying Raghun'atha' s literary 
27, Ibid, p. 236, 
28, G.Kagayya, Telugu Sahitya Samiksa, pp, 420, 421, 
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abilities and achievements, Ramabhadramb'a says- in Raghuriatha's 
palace even a three year child can have the ability to compose 
poetry as if goddess of learning Sarasvati lives in the place, 
antahpurantar harineksanasu 
» 
trhayaninin api divyainanan / - ^ 
viloka vidyavibhavan ajasraro 
/ —. — — 29 vasamvadam yasya vadanti vanim // • • • 
The courtesans of Raghunatha Hayaka are skilled artists 
in all fine arts. They are skilled in different languages. 
They could compose 100 verses within a ghatika(24 minutes) 
and also can write them down. They were experts in Samsyai^rana, 
They are well versed in poetry. They can give discoiirses 
not only on well known kavyas, natkas, and prabandhas, but 
also on Vaisesika and ^tanjali MaHabhasya, They are skilled 
in playing ^ n a and also singing. They were experts in dance * 
and in a type of dance ^ama called Yaksaqana, 
In the twelfth canto Ramabhadramba describes Raghunatha's 
dance hall and the dances performed by beautiful artist who 
were experts in dance and music. Here the poet displays her 
deep knowledge of music. 
The artists of Raghunatha danced beautifully in front 
of Raghunatha, when five types of talas were playing^^They 
played Jayamanqal», 'Simhal 11 alil"a jaya turanqalila and 
• ' 
ranq'abharana three more different types of t^las Harinandana, 
Nandinandana, sula etc in front of Raghunatha?^ When the 
king was pleased with their art he honoured them with scented 32 betal leaves and plenty of gold. 
29, RA, III, 20, 
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Customs. 
The Raqhunathatdiyudaya mentions a number of interesting 
customs of TanjSvur in the 17th century. It is saiA that 
when Raghunatha went on campaign« people who are skilled in 
massage and baths accompanied the king. He was als« accem~ 
panied by singers, bards« and prostitutes.^ The defeated 
king presents numerous elephants« horses, gems etc. to the 
34 
victorious king. To welcome the victorious king the city 
women decorated him with garlands of madhuka flowers^^ 
When the king enters into the hall the maidens with 
silver canes in their hands show the way to the king and 
the purohitas with P^nakui^has and auspicious instxrxunental 
music lead him inside the hall. (V.33). 
It is a custom when vassals visit the king they bring 
the best things as presents. From the east the vassal 
king . brings diamonds, from the south the king brings the 
best pearls from Tamraparni, from the west the king brought 
30. XII. 23s c^catputadyair nrpateh samipe 
bhavasyajatair natana prapancam / 
prapancayat pancavidhaih salilam 
.— "cL mrgeksana kacana margatlaih // » • \ ' 
31. Ibid, XII, 24, 25. 
32. Ibid. XII. 23-30. 
33. Ibid, VII, 67-71. 
34. Ibid, X. 55. 
35. Ibid, XI. 10. 
rubies and from the north the king brought heaps of gold. 
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36 
At the time of coronation of the prince the streets of 
the city were decorated beautifully. Like the beautiful facial 
expressions of dancers the people of Tanjore decorate their 
stages with golden banana trees and gemset festoons. The 
atmosphere was filled with the sweet smell ©f flowers and the 
krsn"agarudhupl7 • • • 
When the king left on a campaign his vassals present 
hira gold embroidered tents, kataha, karkari, jewelled gera 
carpets, beds, stages sealed boxes filled with money and 
ornaments, decorated with valuable gem and golden feet-boards, 
bags and boxes to the king. 
Salabhanjikas carved with great beauty put at the entrance 
38 on either side of the palaces! They use fountains to beautify 
39 their palaces. They use machines to extract cocanut oil, 
40 For irrigation they have canals. 
^ . ' •' ' ' ' •' •'• 
36. - RA? v. 45-48. 
37. Ibid, VII. 36-39. 
38. Ibid, V. 23. 
39. Ibid, I. 63. 
40. Ibid, I. 66, 20. 
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In Raghun^tha*.s court even his maid servants wear jewelled 
41 
ornaments, shows the prosperity of his reign. To increase 
their beauty the women used to wear gemset bangles and anklets* 
For long and curly hair they use scented oil and increase 
their beauty by wearing fragmented flowers in their heads, - — 42 They use kalagarudhupa to dry their hair; 
During Raghun'atha • s reign the women were very conscious 
about their beauty. To beautify their faces they decorate 
43 their faces with kunjikxima. They used to smear saffron on 
44 their breasts and cover it with cloth. 
41, RA, V. 51, 
42, Ibid, XI. 13, 21» 31, 
43, Ibid, XI. 5, 
44, Ibid, XII, 45, 
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Chapter X, 
Poetic Qualities of The RaqhunatHabhypdaya. 
Ramabhadrimba wrote the RaghuiTathabhyudaya in the form of 
__ __ I - _ 
a Mahakavya. She begins her kavya with the praise of Srirama, 
who is her istadaiva. This Mahak'avya begins with an auspicious 
letter 'a' in the word "ananditau. 
The main theme of this Mahakavya is the daily routine of 
king Raghunatha, such as his morning adulations, his worship of 
che Sun, holy cow, earth, Agni and his istadevata Srlraroa at his 
Kamalavila'sa palace^ His court activities and his literary acti-
2 
vities were discussed in detailed manner. Political matters and 
his decissions were discussed in the sixth canto. The poet de-
votes more than half of her Mah'akavya to the description of King's 
cultxiral activities, especially in the company of courtesans and 
skill in fine arts as well as in literature. Through this the 
poet gives rich information of Raghunatha Nayaka's interest and 
encouragement of women poets and artists. These were discussed 
in detailed manner in the last two cantos* 
During that time there seems a trend to write about their 
lord's daily routine. Before Ramabhadrambi, Raghun'atha himself 
wrote a dvipadakavya in Telugu called Acyutabhyudaya about his 
father^ Like Raghunatha his son Vijayaraghava also wrote two 
works in Telugu. Both are called Raghunathabhyudaya, but one 
1. RA. IV, 30, 31-41. 
2. Ibid, V. 51-57. 
3. M.Krisnamachariar. History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, 
p. 230. 
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is a dvipada and the other a yaksagana. Here he describes 
Raghunaftha's daily routine, specially Raghunatha's love affair 
with Chandrare)<ha and their unionf During this time many poets 
wrote on this theme. So naturally Ramabhadramba gives more im-
portance to her patron's daily routine. In the middle of the 
kavya she provides valuable information about Raghunatha's military 
campaigns. 
The Raqhunathabhyudaya is divided into twelve sargas. Each 
sarga is written in a different metre, with a change at the end. 
However in the eighth and twelfth cantos, the poet uses different 
metres for each stanza. This will be clear from the following 
table. 
No. Canto 
1. 
2. 
3.' 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
3. 
9. 
Predominent metre 
1-73 Upajati 
1-57 -do-
1-49 -do-
1-69 Manjubhasini t • 
1-57 Upajati 
1-58 -do-
1-78 -do-
Different metres 
1-69 Upajati 
Change of metre at the 
end of the canto, 
74 puspitagra 
75 Vasantatilaka 
58 Vasantatilaka 
59 Malini _ 
60 Vasantatilaka 
/ — — 50 Sardulavikridita 51 Malini 
70 Vasan^tilaka 71 Salini 
58 Malini 
59 Vasantatilaka 
79 SalinI 
70, 71 Aupacchandasika 
4» Caganti Sesayya, ^dhra Kavi Tarahgini, XII, pp. 22, 23, 
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/ ^ 
10. 1-61 Salini 62-76 Various metres 
11. 1-95 Vami^astha 96-109 Various metres 
12. Various metres 
Thus altogether she uses 21 types of metres. They are as follows: 
1. Indravam^a 
2. Indravajra 
3. Upajati 
4. Upendravajr^ 
5. Aupacchandasika 
6. Kalahamsa 
7. Drutavilarabita 
• 
8. ParTcac^ara 
9. Puspitagra 
10. ManjubHasini 
11. Praharsini 
12. Malini 
13. Rathotthata" 
* 
14. Rucira 
15. Vamsastha « 
16. Vasantatilaka" 
17. Vaitaliya 
IS. Sardulavikridita 
• 
/- -
19. Salinl 
20. Sraghara 
21. Svagata. 
Other poets writing on historical themes begin the poem with 
the description of the mythical founder of the dynasty of the hero. 
Ramabhadramba does not follow this linear pattern. She begins 
121 
with the description of Coiadesa, the capital Tanjavur and its 
king Raghunatha. His ancestors and his youth are introduced in 
the miadle of the poem, through the praise of the bards. This 
is like the flash-back technique in modern literature. It is 
a great innovation on the part of Ramabhadramb^, 
Descriptions. 
Ramabhadramba' gives equal importance to the story as well 
as to the descriptions. These include descriptions of capital 
city Tanjavur. She- reserves one full canto for the description 
of Tanjavur city. Praising the Coladesa, its fertile lands 
enriched by the waters of river Kaveri, she says: 
ra salamadhvirasasaranibhih 
« t 
kaidarake yatra krtambuseke / 
sahyatmajayah satataro vahantyah 
phalam payodheh parinnbha eva //^ 
At another place she compares the river Kaveri with a dancer and 
her rangasthala is the Coladesa, 
rangasthale yatra rasottarangam 
sahyatmajayam satatam natanty¥m/ 
rasalavesa rasika vilokya 
muktlibhisekam muhur acaranti//^ • f 
She glorifies the beauty of the capital city Tanjavur, 
About deep waters of the moat encircling the city, she says that 
Che waters are so clear that they reflect the gemset palaces of 
the city, 
5. RA, I. 23, 
6 * 1, 32. 
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parikh"asalilad atiprasannat 
phanilokah pratibimbatam prapannah / 
valabhau manimandirasya yasyam 
— — 7 vahate vasavapattanasya sanu^ y^atn // 
The palaces of Tanjivur are as beautiful as those In Amaravati? 
The city has the best elephants, horses, and its wealth and beuty 
are comparable to anything in the world. The women are so beauti-
ful that it appears as if their dark tresses are clouds raining 
Sr. ng^rarasa: 
vidhubirabamukhi-vinilaveni-
ghanasrngararasativarsatah kim / 
abhavannabhika'ngakani yasya^ 
adhikotkampana-romaharsanani // 
• • 
In wealth it is more than the Ruber's AlakapuriT: 
krayavikrayatah krtarthacarya 
raanijaiankitamandifa yadaryah / • » 
prahasanti mahesaplirWa-labdhav 
api durvarngrhasrayain kuberam 
Tanjavur's beauty increases with the gardens and the fragnent 
11 flowers. 
a, RA, II. 10 
8. Ibid, II. 28. 
9. Ibid, II. 54. 
10. Ibicl, II. 57. 
11. Ibid, II, 47-49. 
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Ramabhadramba gives a detailed account of Raghunatha's 
different palaces. Raghunatha worships Srirama at Kamalavilasa-
mandirai^ A portion of the Kamallivilasa is said to have the 
audience chamber of Raghunatha Nayaka, At several places she 
glorifies its beauty, Ramabhadr^ba gives a charming explanation 
why it was called by this name. 
padma sada yasya kataksopadme 
pi^ptadhivas'i prathayaty abhistam / 
ity eva matva. hrdaye kavindrah » • 
padmam tadiyam bhavanam vadanti / A ^ • • • 
About the construction and the beauty of the Natyasala, 
f 
Ramabhadr'amba has this to say. It is decorated by valuable gems, 
pearl festoons and filled with scented fumes of k'alagaru. 
maharh amukt'aman iklptamal ika-
vit^na-samvita-vitana-laksitam / • « 
samagra-)^lagaruiihupa-saj janam 
manojna-nanamanijilajalikam 
Ramabhadr'^b'a gives same importance to the campaigns of Raghunatha, 
such as war against Para^ikas, Solga, ?irahgl.s, Pandya and 
Tundira kingsj^ She mentions some forts like Candragiri, Penugondaf 
- 17 Ballalapxira and Bhuvanagiri, She also describes different 
countries like Karnataka, Tundira, Ceylon etc. 
« •« 
12. RA. IV. 30. 
13.Ibid, III. 9. 
14. Ibid, XII. 2, 
15. Ibid, VII-X cantos, 
16. Ibid,VII, 59, 60. 
17. Ibid, VII. 66, X. 73. 
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Among all these descriptions Raghunatha's physical descrip-
18 
tion had a special importance. The poet describes Raghunatha's 
beauty from his hair upto his toenails. 
Describing his youth the poet says that his youth shines 
in each limb. His hair resemble the hair of c^aras and the 
19 
tails of peacocks. He had beautiful wide eyes, so that he 
could look after thousand types of matters. 
akhandabhogair avanau sametam 
"akhandalam yam nrpara "iracayya / 
caksuh-sahasrasya samam vyatanid 
ambhoiabhur aksiyugam viialam // 20 • < 
He had graceful ears. His eyebrows are curved like Cupid's bow. 
He had beautiful nose and black moustache. His teeth shone like 
white pearls with sweet red lips. He had three beautiful lines 
on his throat. His broad chest indicated his generosity. His 
arms are strong and rough and his hands are tender,^^ 
She also describes Raghunatha's waist, thighs, feet, etc. 
22 
He had the auspicious sign of lotus in his feet. His nails 
shone like the twinkling stars. In one word Raghunatha was 
endowed with all the physical charactersticks of a mahapurusa. 
t8. RA, VII. 1-33. 
19, Ibid, VII. 1.2. 
20, Ibid, VII, 6. 
21, Ibid, VII, 16, 17, 20, 
22, Ibid, VII, 31, 
X2S 
This description of Raghunatha can be- cmpared with the bodily 
description of Acyuta by TirumalambT in her Varadambikapft!*-.inaya?^ 
However, there is an interesting difference between these two 
descriptions. Tirximalaraba• s description proceeds from Acyutar^ya's 
feet up to his hair (padadikesantavarnana), whereas Ramabhadramlw • s 
poetry travels in the opposite direction(kesadipadantavarnana). 
Moreover* Ramabhadramba•s description is more elaborate, she 
mentions each and every limb. 
Besides these descriptions, the Raghxinathabhyudaya contains 
passages which can be traced as independent. For example, in 
fourth canto, we come across a Suryastuti in twelve stanzas. 
O A Here is an example from this Suryastuti. 
udayaxn nirantaram upasanajusah » • • 
pratipadaye sapadi bhaktasantateh / 
iti kim vic^ya hrdaye samas/»fluse 
— 25 dinanayaka tvara udayam dine dine // 
In the same canto, there is also a brief version of the story 
26 
of Rama in twentyfive stanzas. In this brief account the poet 
showes her skill in gibing every important account that occured 
R^ayana. For example, the following verse describes the 
23. Tiriimallmba, Varadambikaparinaya, pp. 93-105, 
* 
24. RA, IV. 18-29. 
25. Ibid, IV. 26. 
26. Ibid, IV. 44-68. 
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release of Ahalya from her curse: 
padapankajata-raj asah prabhavato 
viraca^ i'ya vartmani silam vilasinim / 
— TU dhanur iXsitum sapadi meudhanvano A. — — 27 mihiranvayah sa mithilam samasadat // « • 
— ' - 28 She did not forget to mention Sabari the old devotee of Srirama, 
Rasas 
The main rasa of Raqhunathlbhyudaya is Virarasa the heroic 
sentiment. The hero Raghunatha was described as the incarnation 
of Srirama in the first canto itself, 
niriti yam sasati nitiritya" 
ramavatare raghunathabhupe / 
ar'^avatTm ativrstir ancaty t • • • ^ — -w 29 aksiny anavrstir aho prajanam // « 4 • • * 
Throughout this kavya this Virarasa is predominent. Other 
rasas were also presented accordingly with skill. 
During the various battles this Virarasa reaches it peak. 
Here is a grand account of how Raghunatha enters the battle field, 
_ - _ ^ 
athavanipatir adhiruya vajmam 
vilanghya tam salilanidhim virodhinah / purim rayid adhgatavirapungavam * • 
nyarundha tam nirupamavikramayftcramah 
27. RA. IV. 49. 
28, Ibid, IV, 58. 
29. pid, I. 46. III. 1 also mentions him as an incarnation of Srirama, 
30, Ibid, VIII. 86. 
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The following stanza contains powerful account of the battle, 
dhulipali-dhusareyudharange 
kopaviddho ropamarganurodhat 
kunti kopat ko 'pi kodandahastara 
baKainadhye patayarriisa sadyah • » 
In order to intensify the Virarasa, R^abhadramba depicts 
bibhatsarasa as in the following: 
s astracch inna-ks atragatras ra-pura ih 
purne samgrainahgane bhumi^lah / 
lolah kecil lunagatras tadanim 
— - . _ _ ^ 32 grahah sindhau klptacara ivasan // 
However, the Sr. .ngara is not fully developed in this poem. 
It describes Raghunatha love sports with several anonymous queens 
and courtesans, but there no single heroin in this poem. In 
the absense of a suitable alambana vibhava in the form of a 
heroin, Sr^?ngara rasa could not develop fully. She showed more 
interest in depicting Raghunath's cultural activities, his 
courtesans, and their activities in fine arts. Yet she mildly 
describes about the Sun-set, the evening, his moon light walks, 
strolling in the garden etc. In the concluding canto, she 
compares Raghunatha to Srikrsna. 
kelivanesu krtakacalakandharasu » • 
saudhantaresu sasilwntasarastatesu / 
samaketitani caturah sankair ayasit 
kridasthalani nrpatir jita krsnalilah • < t » » . 
31. RA, X. 19, 
32. Ibid, X. 30 
33. Ibid, XII. 34, 
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Describing his walk in the garden, the poet says that the creepers 
show their happiness to the? king they blossom clusters of flowers. 
prasunagucchastanabhara-namr^ 
_ au / — ududha^'hutnotkalikvisesara / 
• K t 
amoditam tarn atanon mahinduh • « 
vallim yath'a madhavikam va^tah • . . 
Alankaras. 
RamabhadramtJii makes a skilful employment of alankaras. It 
is a significant point to note that some of her verses contain 
both the arthalankara and sab^^kara. Following are some examples 
to illustrate her skill in the use of alankaras. 
lipama" 
Ramabhadr'ambl presents this figure of speech upanii often 
in her kavya. In the following verse the poet describes the 
kasturitilaka on the face of Raghunatha. She visualises the dark 
Tilaka mark made of musk on the face of Raghunatha like the 
sprout of sr-"'i»gara rasa, or like the bee that sits on a lotus 
or like the Cupid's arrow made of blue lotus flowers, 
ananadimarasankuro yatha 
tatpayojayutasatpado yata / 
manmathotpalamayasugo yatha 
marganabhir^lakam vibhor abhat // 35 
34. RA. XII. 62. 
35. Ibid, .V.4 
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Rupaka 
R'^abhadramba uses this figure of speech many times in her 
kavya. Following is a fine example where a rupaka and upamsT 
are combined. The trees, like householders(upama) invite the 
travellers with their leaf-hands (rupaka). 
"ahuya pallava-karair alin'ada-pxirve 
dhanyah kaveratanayatata-cutavatah / 
yasyatn grhasthanivaha iva yavad istam 
"anandayanti pathikan phalam arpayantah 
Vibhavana 
This figure of speech occurs when an effect takes place 
even when there is no cause. RamabhadraraiJa gives a fine example 
for this alah)cira. While describing the Coladesa, she says the t 
country abounds in cool waters and shady trees. Therefore, the 
travellers have no cause for thirst. Yet they resort to the 
'prapas' in order to look at the pretty women who distribute 
water there, 
svabhava-sitesu jalesu yasyara 
praccliya-ramyesv api p'adapesu / 
prapaim Iryante pathikas tadantah 
Q "7 kanta-samalokana».^autukena // 
Vi rodhabha s a 
This alahkara occ\irs where there is a verbal contradiction 
but not a real -one. It is mainly based on 'slesa'. Here 
R"^abhadraml5a uses this figure of speech in the following stanza 
in praise of Sun god. 
36. RA. I, 75. 
37.Ibid, 1.53. 
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tapano ' si bha'skara tathapi dehiriam 
bhavadiya-pada-bhajananusanginam / 
X) _ harse'Vbahantam abhitapam antaram 
38 
tava vetti ko jagati tatva gaviravaro // 
The Sun god is called tapana(one who burns) and yet he removes 
the "burning" (abhl^ ietpa, actually sarrow, distress) from the 
hearts of his devotees. 
R"amabhadrajmba makes frequent use of sabdalankara like 
anupfasa and yamaka. The following is an example of anuprasa 
where the consonants J^, ra are repeated many times and gives 
a musical beauty to the verse. 
dalat-prasunankita-liarna-saurabhi-
milanmilindaravamedurodarara / 
— - m salilalasyakrama catoamocita-
praklpta-karpura-paragabhasuram 
Repetition of a group of letters in the same order but with a 
different meaning constitutes yamaka. The following is an 
example for this alahkara. , 
asti prabhavair atimananiya 
colavani salivaninicola / 
sahyatmajapuraj-^aratsamira-
samparkapunya janata^arnya 
In the second line of this verse, there is a repetition of the 
words cola and vani. The word 'cola* in the first case refers 
to the country Cola and in the second case it is part of the 
38. RA. IV, 19. 
39. Ibid, XII. 3. 
40. Ibid, I. 11. 
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word 'nicola'(that which was covered), Likevise 'vani* in the 
first case is part of avani (country) and in the second case 
refers to fields of rice(soaivanT). 
Inspite of her excellent, sharp and deep knowledge in all 
fields, Ramabhadramba has some weak points. She repeats some 
rare words frequently. Some of these rare words are taken 
from the Naisadhiyacarita of Sriharsa. For example, in the • * 
Naisadhiyacarita, the word ^ y ^ was used in the meaning of a han^^ 
In Raqhunath'abhyudaya, Ramabhadramba uses this word many times, 
for example 
saraca^aksita sayambhujadvayam 
saradindumandalasahodar'ananam / 
avanisutanuja—4ametam "^amad 
raghunayakarj sa raghunathanayakah 
rhe word pacelima was used in the meaning for natural ripeness 
— 43 - — — in the Naishadhiyacarita. Ramabhadramba uses this word during 
the description of Coladesa. 
pacelimasvadu-phalatihrsta-
panthasta^^t kirn parito 'vanamrah / 
madhyetatam tatra marudvrdhayah 
samsanti gotratisayam kadalyah 
Sriharsa used the word pareparatham describing the good qualities 
of Nalat^ It means'beyond parartha or the ultimate number'* 
41, Sriharsa, Naishadhiyacarita,I. 20.,,tacchayacchayalavo'pl pallave 
• » 
42, RA, IV. 33. 
43,. Sriharsa. Naishadhiyacarita, I, 94: 
/ - CUrS ...dadaria maturik^aphalam pacelimam / 
44, RA. I, 42, 
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46 „ — Ramabhadrambli also employs this wora. The word Valari (Indra) 
was used by her very often. She equates Raghuxiatha with Indra. 
For example, in the second canto she addresses Raghunatha as 
dharavalari(B)» valari (27), In seventh canto Raghunatha was 
addressed as bhuvalariCD, mahivalari (22). Likewise she uses 
47 the wora klpta very often. 
However, she is a really talented poet and occupies the 
Sahityas'anuPjya-bhadrapitha, as she declares at the end of ««ch 
« 
canto. 
Ramabhadramba's influence can be seen in later poets. Like 
her many other composed poems describing the daily routine of 
Raghunatha and his son. As mentioned earlier in the very begin-
ing of this chapter, Raghun"atha and Vijayaraghava wrote books 
on their fathers, Cangalva Kala kavi a court poet of Vijayaraghava 
* » 
4 5, ^riharsa. Naishadhiyacarita, III. 40: * 
yadi triloki ganan'apar'a s^t 
tasyah samaptir yadi nayusah syat / • • • 
parepararthara ganitam yadi syad 
46. RA. VI. 37; 
ganeyanihsesaguno'pi sa syat // 
parepar ardhyaj-dvi j apal inity a 
mrstanna/^anamita^unyaraim / 
asesa-bhasasamanu praklpta 
kavitva^tiivyatghatika-prabandham // 
47. Ibid, II. 43; V. 11^43; VI. 37; VII. 16; and XII canto 2, 3, 
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-- — 48 in his Ra-jaqopalavilasa, glorifies Vijayaraghava • s court, 
Koneti Diksita kavi, another court poet of Vijayarlighava wrote ft * 
a yaksagana Vilayaraqhavakalyana in Telugu, describing the daily ' t 
routine and the marriage of Vijayaraighava with princess 
Madanamanj arif^ 
Another court poet Venkatapati Somayaji also composed a 
yaksagana, Vijayaraghava candri)^vihara. It narrates the marriage 
of Vi jayaraighava with princess Lilavati. It also depicts the 
daily routine of Vijayaraghava. These are some examples to 
show that in the later days many poets followed Rimabhadramba in 
choosing the daily routine of the hero of their poem as a trend 
set by her. 
The Madhura vi j aya, Varadambikaparinaya camou and 
Raqhunathabhyudaya, of Ganga Devi, Tiirumalamba and Ramabhadramba, 
respectively, will always shine as stars in the galaxy of Sanskrit 
literature. These three ladies of Andhra Desa made a major 
contribution to Sanskrit literature and especially to historical 
poems• 
48. G. Nagayya. Telugu Sahitya Samiksa, p. 424. 
49. Ibid, p. 426. 
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